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Introduction 
The textual problem of King Lear is a complex one. There are three texts 
that scholars discuss in regard to the play--the First Quarto (Q I ), �he Second 
Quarto (Q2), and the First Folio (F) (STC numbers 22292, 22293, 22273 and Greg's 
Bibliography numbers 265a, 265b, ami 265c, respectively). It is agreed tha:t Q l  and 
• 
F are the only authoritative texts, but Q2 has. some importance as an interim text. 
The following paper traces the printing history of King Lear, discusses 
the controversial issue of. the conflation of the texts of Q l  and B from both the 
literary and dramatic. points of view, and looks at some of the variants between 
the two authoritative texts of the, play. I disagree with many modern editors who 
believe the texts of Qt and F should be conflated. Since there is no evidence of a 
lost ideal text of King Lear, which is what conflation hopes to create, editors have 
nothing but their own preferences .to guide them, aside from some obvious 
compositor errors (see below). Michael J. Warren, in his essay writes, " . .. [A] 
statement such as "editors are still bound to. accept a number of readings from the 
inferior text" is merely an editor's justification of the right to be eclectic" 
("Quarto," 96). Since both Q l  and F are considered authoritative texts,. it does not 
seem advantageous to creata from them a text without authority. Since neither 
text carr be dismissed, they have equal authority. The preference many editors 
indicate {or F is purely subjective. My discussion of the variants between the texts 
will support my conclusion, and will emphasize the case for authorial revision. 
Although the topic of the texts of King Lear may be an exhausted one, its 
bearings on bibliographical and textual studies are enormous, and in that regard it 
deserves more deliberation. Scholars have changed their views on the topic, and 
the history of theories on the play's revision has been one of continuous 
modification. Due to this, the potential for more study of the fopic is great. 
Perhaps there is no more evidence to uncover, but books and articles on the 
subject continue to !>e written, and in large number. 
For m�'own1intept on·.the subject' of. the- texts of King Lear, I quote Wilson: 
I 
To certainty a bibliographical critic seldom aspires, but by the exercise of 
his critical skill he can at least say where the possibilities lie, and give an 
J "' 
honest reason for the faith that is in him; nor will he rest content until 
by the use of this Novum Organum of critical bibliography he has 
deduced from the available evidence all that can be discovered about the 
means of textual transmission and has presented his conclusions for an 
editor to lmild on. (96) 
Thus, my critical goal is to present my beliefs on the variants in the play and on 
conflation, which I have constructed from "available evidence." This, admittedly 
J 
(as with other textual critics and editors), is not without a fair amount of 
r 
subjectivity. This exercise in critical inquiry is the result of a mixture of interest 
in King ·bear as one of literary and drafnat.fc history's greatest plays and the hope 
of getting perhaps one step closer to the answer to the textual problem of King 
Lear. 
Many theories of revision (discussed below) have been proven to be 
inconsistent with the information currently in existence. One theory, however, has 
not been able to be fully refuted. In spite of the fact that many editors and 
scholars do not subscribe to it, there is an equal or greater number of those who 
do. The theory that Shakespeare himself was responsible for the revision of King 
Lear from Ql to F is the most plausible of theories to date. Therefore, it is this 
theory which my thesis will be centered upon. 
I 
In reference to the reproduction of the entry in The Stationer's Register, the 
title page of Ql, and the variants considered, original spelling and punctuation are 
maintained, as well as capitals and italicized words. The exception to this is the 
long s, which has been modernized. 
2 
The Printing History of King Lear and Theories of Possible 
Sources of Q 1 
The First Quarto was· entered in 'l'he Stationer's Register on· November 26, 
1607. The entry reads as follows: 
Nathaniel Butter Entred for their copie vnder th[e h]andes oi Sir George Buck 
John' :Sus by. knight and Tli[e) wardens A booke ·called. 1Master •William 
Shakespeare his 'his.torye of Kinge Lear' as yt was playeo '• 
before the kinges' maiestie at Whitehall uppon Sainct 
Stephens night.[26 December] at• Christmas last by his 
maiesties serv.antes playinge, vsually at the 'Globe'·'OO: the 
·� Bttnksyde ,(.Arbet 3: 366). 
This is known as the "Pied Bull Quarto." This name is taken from the title page of 
the edition, which reads, 
M. William Shak-speare: 
HIS ,, ! 
True- Chronicle .Historie of tho life and 
:death of King cEAR and his three 
Daughters. 
With the vnfortunate life of Edgar, sonne 
and heire to the Earle .of .Gloster, and his 
sullen and assumed humor of 
TOM. of Bedlam: 
As it was.played before the Kings Maiestie at Whitehall vpon 
S. Stephans night in Christmas Hollidnyes. 
By his Maiesties seruants playing vsually· at the. Gloabe 
3 
on the.. Bancke-side. 
[ornament] 
LONDON, 
Print�d for Nathaniel Butter., and are tobe sol!;Lat his shop in Pauls 
.. Church-yard 'at the sign.e of the Pide Bull neere 
. 
st. Austins Gate. 1608. 
(Allen 663) 
Out of the tw.elve extant copies of Ql. there are se\tenty-two variant formes--
thirty-two jn the original anp forty in the corrected state (Greg VariaJltS 12): E. K. 
Chambers .disc.usses. this in William Shakespeare: A Study of'..Facts and 
Problems (see quote. below). This 'large number of variants is due to the 'stop-
press' printing technique used by the Elizabethans (see below). The Second Quarto, 
known as the. "N. Butter" quarto, reads "Ptinted for Nathaniel Butter. 1608"· (Wells 
509). Q2 presents andnteresting situation because it .was falsely dated 1608. In 
19 10 it wa& discovered that this quarto had not actually been printed until 16 19 
(Greg Variants 2-3). Until this discovery if was thought. that the 'N. Butter' quarto 
• 
was th.e first copy of the play, ·when in actuality the 'Pied Bull' quarto was the 
first. This disca.very makes no textual-difference, since Q2 is only a reprint with 
some corrections made. However, from a bibliographical standpoint, the fact that 
the 'Pied Bull' quarto.Js the f.irst. is. important (Greg Variants 3). Since Q2 is a 
reprint of Ql, .it has Iio authoritative value, but has a purpose as a corrected text. 
In addition to Q2 there is a Q3, which was published in . 1655. This edition, like 
Q2, is not an.authoritative edition because it was published after the First Folio. 
The same is true for the second, .third, and fourth folios, published in 1.632", 1663, 
and 1685, respectively, for they 'derive from the Eirst Folio (Wells 509). The 
primary focus of this paper is the .relationship of Q1 to F, for they are the two 
'original' editions, meaning that all other editions are derived from·them. 
4 
The First Folio :was published in 1'623, after Shakespeare's death, by two of his 
former colleagues in the King's Men� John Heminge and Henry Condell thought it 
would be worthwhile to print• Shakespeare's plays in "more accurate versions" than 
those pre\l.iously printetl in quarto, as weU:as eighteen plays that had not appeared 
in print before (Wright xxiii). Wri&ht's phrase, "more· accurate versions," is 
problematic, since part of the textual controversy i� over which text is "more 
accurate," or close'Sfto Shakespeare's intent for the play. It is questionable why 
Shakespeare did not .care about his plays being in print, when Ben Jonson was 
painstaking in his overseeing. of the printing .of :his plays. Presumably it is because 
"the dramas .were composed for performance only, not f� reading, and belonged to 
the company in which he was a sharer, [and they) became . . .  part· of its stock" 
(Allen xii). 
Much scholarslrip has focused on the 'printing histor� of Ql and the possible 
theories for .its>'contamination.' Particularly problematic are the uncorrected states 
of the sheets of Ql: 
Most of the sheets .of Q 1 are found both in corrected and uncorrected states, 
vat!ausly combined irr the' existipg examples; sheet C is in· thr'ie states. Some 
1 of the corrections suggest further. reference' to copy; others are clearly due to 
erroneous conjecture; and it is possible that in carryi.,ng them out· some further 
blunders were nfhde by the compositor. (Chambers 464-65) 
Allen·carries this further, in regard to the surviving·copies of Ql: " .. , th.e twelve 
surviving copies of Ql of King Lear conta·in 167 variants between them" (xxi). 
This is further complicated in the case ,of Q2, because it was reprinted from Ql. 
"Q2 was set-up from Ql containing uncorrected sheets D, G, H, with some further 
conjectural corrections" (Chambers 465.)� Thb manuscript history of F is not 
entirely known (as is the case for Ql), but evidence supports the conclusion that 
Ql was used in part. Chambers continues, "[EJ mainly rests upon an independent 
5 
manuscript, but it tQo is show:o. J;>)( a contin\la.,nce of errors and a general 
orthogr�phic resemblance to have been set UJ> from a Ql containing 
uncorre"ted. sheets E. H. K" (465).. Aile�\- suggests that probability dictates that in 
the case of Q2, "at least one. of its. readiogs;preserves a coxrection incorporated. into 
other C,Ppies of QJ now lost to us" (xxi): · The reason !or. correcte.d and 
uncorrected sheets is the 'stop-press' correction technique use� in Elizabethan 
printing hcrusea. Allen explains: 
Having printed Qne side (that !.$• either the inn,.er or outer forme) of several 
sheets off newly set type, the press would be stopped and �ne of the sheets 
would be p;tssed OYe.F for proofreading to the press corrector (who may or may 
not have been the compositor). Instead of waiting for him to come up with 
corre�tion, the printing would· continue in the meantime, and a number of 
. 
uncorrected she.els would be run off bef.ore press was stopped again and 
adjJJstments were made .. (·xx) 
In �d.ct.i.tion Jo this, no system was set up to ensure that the Qroofreader was 
organizc;d e�o.ugb n9t tQ. correct formes. that were alr.eady corrected. Inherent in 
this is, that s.om.e.fot:mes .that· did .-e.quire correction were overlook�d (those passages 
fromt.QJ �Quoted b.c:l.Pw are from the uncorrected sheets). In short, there 
was aiD Qf.te.n careless. element in the Elizabethan printing prQCess. 1'he result 
of this pro>:es.s. was that 
Eventuallyr.the uncorrected, miscorrected, partially corrected, and wholly 
corrected, sheets (that is, all sheets regardless of what stage of correction they 
represented on either of their sides) were· indiscriminately sorted out 'into 
their- proper sequence and bound up together. Few or none of them were 
discar.ded since paper was so expensive. (Allen xx) 
If the proofreader :were not the compositor, he may have been able to check for 
errors of spelling, punctuation, or similar errors, but perhaps not for content. This 
6 
would partially explain the reason for the "dbubtful" state in which 'Ql exists 
(theories on the manuscript for Ql �are discussed below). However, one of the main 
problems· with QI is its extremely poor punctuation, or lack of it altogether. 
Quartos of•other Shakespearean plays do not have this problem to the extent of 
• 
King Leal: It would follow, tlten, that the punctuation .problem of QI is most 
likely due to -its source1 
Urkowitz.discu'sses the various• theories of the source of QI. The first is the 
shorthand-report th'eory, proposed· originally in 1733 by Lewis Theobold (whicb has 
sio"Ce been proved incorrect).· In 1880 Alexander Schmidt developed and improved 
upon the theory, e"Xplaining how "a disreputable printer" could.have obtained a 
copy of 'the plt\y: 
It could nol Jia·ve 'been difficult, where neither ·pains nor cost were spared, to 
procure by tbt:tYists in the·Theatre a:passaole,. nay, even-a complete and correct 
pFinter's copy. if it pr'ovetl too much for one shorthalfd writer, two or three 
could accomplish it, by 'relieving each other; and if it could not be finished at 
the perfotmance," it could certainly be done at tlie ·second or third. (Urkowitz 7) 
The problems with this theory atoe many. First, it has already. bee:Q proven from 
the refusal 't'o discard uncorre-cted quarto sheets that the Elizabethans were 
concerned about costs (and: paper). Although this 'theory proposes that the printer 
was ''disreputable,' {)fie could assume that this printer had the same concerns. 
Second,'-it could also be' assumed that all perf-ormances differed at least slightly. 
Since they do in modern times, it is probable that they did in theRenaissance. 
Thus, if two or three performance& were used, the resulting 'text' would 'be a 
conflation of those performances. This. would inherently provide the 
printer with the'·same problem that modern editors.of King Lear have--more-than 
one authoritative "text."· Third, it has been pro:ven that "no technique of 
stenography k'now.n in England in 1608 was capable of transcribing ·anything as 
7 
difficult as. a play!' (UrRowitz- 7):. Urkowitz 'POints out anothe( reas,on for rejecting 
this theory: "te})tual .cr.itics· have realize<\ that the .exigencies of producing a 
large and•coiistanflY."Changirrg·tepertory of pla)ls would make r.evisions·of the type 
found l;etween the Quarto and .FoliO' of King Lear highly impractical once -either 
version had .beeh brought. to the stage." Gteg, ·who initially subscribed to the 
shorthand. theoty, "later r.ecognized that 'hact ther.e· b.een a report of a stage 
performance it �ould ·almost certainly ·have given us a garbled version of F rather 
than anything t;eseii\oling Q. . . . In every respect the quarto- text is unsuited, to 
representation'" �Urkowitz 8). 
In spite of this· theocy being 'disproved, one problem that is explained by it is 
that of. the 'punctuation of Ql. I£ shorthand were qsed, it would follow that the 
stenographer .might forgetJor not kt;ww where to place the punctuation. Another 
proble"m ·this theory possibly solves is the grossly ertoneous words that appear in 
Q 1--'they c.ould' be th.e result of mishear.ings, or actors' blunders. Other problems. of 
Ql are potentially explained by, the 'shorthand theory--mislineation, and >the 
printing of prose-·as verse'· and verse as prose (Greg Variantsl38). 
Alice Walker Provides the first of twb .. theories that have not yet been 
dispro:ved, although it i� . .generally not accepted. She supposes that 
The Quarto is printed from .a surreptitiously ·made copy of Sl\akespeare's foul 
• 
papers. The many flaws in ·the·Quarto . . .  are seen by· Walker as t.he res.ults of 
a hurried and inaccurate transcription made by two boy-actors. They 
worked . . ! in the playhouse, one dictating and the other writing. To account 
for many of. the variants in single words and phrases, Walker proposes that the 
boys unconsciously substituted� those "vulgar" or unpoetic variants- which 
appear in 1he Quarto in the' place of the apt and "genuinely. Shakespearean" 
expressions found in the .Folio. (Urkowitz 8) 
It is Walker's belief' that the two Q.oy actors, w:ere those who played the parts .of 
8 
• 
GoneriL and Regan. Walker explains the 'particularly corrupt passages' with the 
idea that the. boy actors relied on memory rather than the foul-papers. The often 
illegible handwriting of the actors would provide the reason for the printing house 
compositor being "responsible for <Still more accidental omissions, inversions, and 
substitutions" (Urkowitz 9). One of the main problems with this theory is that it 
assumes that the_ actors obtained a copy of Shakespeare's foul-papers, 
pres.umably· given to them by Shakespeare himself. This is highly unlikely, since, 
as Hinm.an suggests, "There is no .evidence and little likelihood that Shakespeare 
himself regularly provided his acting company with a clean copy of his foul-
papers" (xj.ii). This theory .would mean that there was an original copy of King 
Learwhic.h has obviously been lost, since no working draft of any of his pl�.YS is in 
existence today. Mi�haeLJ. Warren, who disagrees with Walker, puts forth "that 
there is no real evidence to indicate the existence· of a lost 'original' antecedent to 
the Quarto and Folio. And. second, he argues tha�t there is no reason to believe that 
other hands, not Shakespeare's, created all the alterations from the imagined 
'Qriginae " (Urkowitz 9). Modern editors who choose to conflate the Quarto and 
Folio editions of King Lear assume, like Walker, that there is inde�d an,original . 
copy of the play which has been los�. Im addition, there are many scholars who 
agree -with Warren that Shakespeare was responsible for the editing which 
occurred b.e.tween �1 and F. Revision of the copy forF was apparently done in 
1609-10 (Foakes 98). 
The third theory. on the source of the Quarto is that "it was derived from 
Shakespeare's foul-p•apers, but the irregularities in the Quarto, according to this 
theory, reflect J:he confusipns in the foul-paper manuscript itself" (Urkdwiti 9). 
This is the theory that most modern scholars subscribe to in .regard to the 
Quarto. If this theory is correct, then it is possible that Shakespeare himself was 
indeed responsible for the revising of the text, which resulted in the Folio version. 
9 
This is supported by the serious changes, in lines assigned to characters (discussed 
below), which in smhe cases result in changes in the characters themselves. If this 
is the case, Shakespeare essentially wrote two i:lifferent plays, which would support 
the argument agains.t conflating the Quarto and Eolio. Shakespeare was known to 
be a fairl)C atrocious speller, which was compounded by the fact that there .were no 
standard spellings during Elizabethan 'times. TM� evidence of Shakespeare's 
problems with spelling, punctuation, and other mechanical errors is apparent in 
what is presumed to be his autograph in Sir Thomas More. The theory of 
Shakespeare's. Tevision is supported by the obviQUS corrections in F made from Q 1. 
A printing house compositor is not likely. to have made such correct-ions without 
having or assuming some knowledge of Shakespeare's intent. Urkowitz suggests 
that Q1 may have been "at least an approximation :of Shakespeare's draft of the 
play before it was adapted for the stage " {11). More on Shakespeare's revision is 
discussed below in regard to the confration of the two texts. 
The Second Quarto, as mentioned previously, has no authoritative value, since 
• 
Ql was used as the source and there is no evid.ence that any other authoritative 
source was used. No substantive improvements were made from Ql in Q2, and the 
only accidental corrections made were on spelling, grammar, and punctuation. Q2 
was produced in William Jaggard's printing shop, which would produce t'he First 
Folio in 1623. Presumably, the ,eompbsitor responsible for Q2 was Compositor B, 
who, along with Compositor E, set a considerable part of the play in F (Urkowitz 
11; see below). Stone is one of the few scholars� who discusses the relationship of 
Q2 to F. He points out that the two texts were produced "within the space of four 
years. " Some readings suggest "agreements between F and Q2 against Q 1 "  ( 131 ). 
Stone presents specific ·examples to support his conclusion. 'Fhis is significant 
because most·scholars of the text of King Lear present their work only in light of 
. 
the relationship between Ql and F, since they are the only two authoritative- texts. 
10 
·The; Fir.st:Folio, as·menti.on�d at:>.ave, was printed in the publishing house of 
William iJaggard and his soh Uaac in '1623. William's name dees not appear in the 
Folio because •hy died shortly before the: ,printing of the book. was complete. The 
colophon·,reads .. "Printed by lsaac·Jaggard, and E:d.Rlount." Blount was a publisher 
and financed the.�operation, .but was not himself a .:printer, as both the laggards 
w�re (Hinman x).· ln,spite Qf their bejng the. publishets, it is unlikely that they 
were directly responsible (a( the production of tl).e book, but rather a 11umber of 
compositOrs,· The; idea, £or the Falio may not have even been .particularly attractive 
to the pub.lishers, since the, res\llting edition w.ould have to selL far a high price 
(one pound. to be.exact); and, many. :.vould· be unwilling or unable to pay such a 
price( especially .sin:ce. the single quarto·editions sold for sixp.ence). As it would 
turn. -aut, they :had 'no "�ed to.. be c.oncerned about the su.ccess of the venture, .since 
three subsequent editions of the FoHo .w,ere, published in the y�ars following. In 
ad.A,ition to lhe issue of price, t� project was a·len_gthy ,one:-it was jn progress for 
two years. Sinc.e ·t� publishers �ere not likely to have· initiated the project, it is 
assumed th�t Heminge ::and G.:ondell ·were responsible. It ·was indeed they who were 
res11onsible for gathering 4he manuscripts for the plays and ensuring their 
accuracy. F�ont their introduction "To the great Variety of Readers, " we can be 
assured of their han·d .in t�e project, and the extent to which they provided the 
printing house with .reliable manuscripts: " . . .  [H]aving assembled the 
manuscripts.to Shakespe.are's plays, and having gone to a good deal of .trouble to 
see that thc;,se represented their author truly, they made . . .  it their task not merely 
to 'gathet his works'· but to furnish .the printers with carefully corrected texts of 
them . 1 . "·(Hinman x·xi) ... Since the players generally regarded J:he prompt-book as 
a more valu�tble copy, they usu�lly provided the printing house with the foul­
papers, which modern scholars believe to be the more authoritative, and therefore 
valuable, COf>Y of .the. plays. Urkowitz may provide an exception to this, since he 
11 
wonders about the copy the play.kl"s J>rovide.d.• "What was it and how reliably did it 
r,eflect the promptbQok?" 13. It rna)!. b� J>roblematjc tha.t.foul-papers e�istecl twenty 
years after the play was written. Most schl:>lars, however, believe that the forms in 
which the pl.aya exist in the Folio llQSsess. authoritative .value (Hinman x-xiii) . . 
Hinman bases this on the fact that the prompt-book was a transcript, derived from 
the foul-papers through preparation by .a scribe, and that many changes may,have 
been made in the prompt-book by the acting company, and not Shakespeare. 
lt is jmp.ortant to· further discuss. the compQSitors responsible for setting the· 
text of the Foliot especially B and E, who. set Jbe text of King Lea.r, Cnarlton 
Hinman identifies and discusses them:in his introduction··to The Norton Fq,csimiJe 
of the First. Folio. , Little is kno.wn .. about compo�itors C ·ana J:?, who were 
apparently responsible only for- the· comedies . .A and B typeset over t\YO-thirds of 
the.. Folio. From. close scrutiny of the tex:t in ·additio.n to a la�;:ge amoun� of '· .. 
research,.scholars have been ·able- to· ascertain the types of �rrors that compositors B 
and E were prorre to . . B, who set. ma.t.e of the Folio than any .of ,the other 
comp.os.iws.. was not very faithful to. the •texts of plays and complied with his own 
ideas a-bout how the.text should appear. Hinman d.escrib«s hi:; work ·on the first ' 
part ·of. Henry. IV: · 
In Jhe course .of setting a little over half. the play CQmpositor B altered .. th.e 
reading of the copy .135 times .in the text proper alone. (Not co.unted here .are 
some thirty-f.ive; alterations in the, stage directions--for a f-ew of which changes, 
though:only ·a few, an editor :r:ather ,than the compositor was probably . 
responsible). ·Twenty-two. of these 1ilteratiQns are corrections of :q1ors: or less 
obvious -erro.ts in the quarto . . · . .  -On thirty ·occasions he left something out, on 
twenty-eight, he interpolated, and he altered or transposed individual words 
thirty-one times. Once in every seventeen lines, on the average, he made some 
kind of error, and at this rate he would have misrepresented the copy nearly 
12 
200 times had he set the whole play. (x�iii) 
The result is that Hinman regards these changes as having no authoritative value 
and "must be considered corruptions il}troduced into the Folio text" (xviii). It 
• 
c�uld be assumed then, that the first part of Henry IV was not the only play he 
corrupted . . 
Compositor E, unlike B, tried to remain faithful to the text, but "succeeded 
' . 
• w 
badly indeeq." Evid'ence .indicates that Coxppositor E was the apprentice at the 
J,aggard printing house, John Leason. He joined the printing house on November 4, 
J , 
lq22, and about five months later, Compositor E began work on the Folio. As a 
new apprentice, he was not �apable of typesetting on such a complicated project as 
the Folio, but was allowed to do so in order to speed up the press of the project. 
j 
The errors made by Compositor E, were both major and minor ,in nature, but 
l 
relatively easy to detect because they are obviously due to inexperience, rather 
than blatant disregarrl for the manuscript. He set more than half of the Folio of 
"1 • j . 
King Lear, and B set the rest. An example of the type of error Compositor E was 
; .� ' . 
capable of appears in Hamlet--instead of "0 treble woe," E produced "Oh 
terrible woer " (Hinman xix). Fortunately, this kind of error is easy to detect 
• I 
because of the evid�nce of Hamlet in a good quarto edition. However, in the case 
� . 
of King Lear, where the other authoritative text is 'doubtful,' the errors present a 
� 
more difficult corruption of the text. This problem becomes compounded when the 
•' 
errors of Compositor E are coupled with those of Compositor B. Thus, even though 
I 
both Ql and F are authoritative texts, many of the variants remain elusive. 
Scholars have made some probable guesses as to Shakespeare's intention, but in 
( 
truth, the textual problem of King Lear is so complicated that we cannot know the 
author's actual intent. 
1 3  
l • 
The Textual Problem of King Lear 
Much Qf -the intrigue of the textual. problem of King Lear is in the dramatic 
a'spect ilf the play. This must .especially be .considered since there is no evidence 
thf\t Shakespeare himself ever intended thC..plays to be read. The notion of the'· 
dramatic and literary significance 'of both texts must also be taken into 
consideration in regard to conflation. Indeed, thC' dramatic supports the case 
against conflation more. t:Qan. the literary. Urkowitz.discusses the variants between 
the texts from the dramatic point of view, and rather undermines the significance 
of the literary, but .since Shakespeare's plays serve two basic functions--to be read 
and to be performed, to neglect eithe.r·.side is to be inherently erroneous. Thus, 
insight into the textual problem Of 'Kin'g Lear is useful for both literary and 
dramatic purpqscs--the two should .not ·be separated, althougli indeed, the .aims are 
same.:\Vhat diff.erent: 
The. main problem of the texts of Ql and F is that there are approximately 
100 lines in P which .do not appear in, Ql and there are ab6ut 300 lines in Ql 
which are not in F. This 'includ�s the. entire; act four, scene" three, which appears 
in Ql (Chambers 46P). This is a highly significant number of add1tions and 
• 
omissions. In addition to this problem, there are a number of words. and phrases 
that deviate •between the two texts. In ·short, Ql is a considerably longer play than 
F .. This is significant, sinc.e King Lear is one of the longest plays in the canon. 
Greg discusses this from the··dramatic point of view,, which Urkowitz would likely 
agree. with: 
. . .  [T]he quarto text is Jonger than the folio by [about 200 lines]. This 
seems due to the two.·versi,ons ha..ving. been differently cut for acting: 
I may mention tliat at one point ([3.1].29-30), where Q[l] and F present 
alternative texts, the .cutting appears to have overlapped, so that a 
portion of the text is irretrievably lost. Perhaps this does not matter 
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in· an inferiar scene of a very long .. pla)!. (Editorial 93·:94) 
.Although the theories for the sources of Ql and F have been discussed, 
they should be in more. detail according to the .variants in the play, especially in 
regard to who was r.esponsible for the obvious revision that occurred between the 
two texts. Urkowitz belie'(res that Shakespeare himself was responsible for the 
revision of ·F, basing his theory on the major variants in the play (entrances and 
exits, line .and: scene changes, and others that� are more substantive than accidental 
in nature), which would requir.e more than ·what the compositors of the plaY' would 
be likely to do :(of course we know that Compositor B felt no qualms about taking 
his own liberties wHh the text). Hinman �upports the case for authorial revision 
by suggesting that "[Sh!l'kespeare's foul"1l1lpers) were always likely to contain 
various minot'" pecu1iarities, especially in stage directions and speech prefixes 
(though Sha].{espeare .;was. often -car.eless enough about small details in dialogue too)" 
(xiii). In addition•,, Hinman writes, 
We need QOt assume that the· foul-papets, though ·indeed the author's last 
complete draf.t of his play, irtvariably represented his very last thoughts 
about every par.t of it. A play is really finished only in performance, and" 
we ought not to ,be greatly surprised if a prompt-book sometimes truly 
improved on what stood in the author's o}Vn draft. (xiii) 
Thus, it is possible that Shakespeare may have made changes after performance. 
This would again support the theory that the play existed in two forms-:-the first 
being the source for Ql and the second being the manuscript that was used in 
addition to Ql for F. The argument that Shakespeare was not responsible for the 
revision of F is based on the supposition that he was not responsible for the source 
used for QI. This. could only be supported by one of the already disproven 
theories -of Ql's source. Since he wrote the play, he must ultimately be responsible 
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for the source of Ql, which, although many editors consider it 'corrupt,' is an 
authoritative text. 
Urkowitz underscores the basis for the consideration of Ql as an 
authoritative text. He states, 
The Quarto and Folio do not represent ·two partial copies <>f a single 
original, but instead they are different stages of a composition, an 
early and a final draft. Except for only a very few variants that are 
obviously. the result of errors. in copying or printing, the vast majority 
of the changes found in the Folio must be accepted as Shakespeare's 
final 'decisions. The modern practice of printing a composite text 
eclectically chosen from the Quarto and Folio seriously distorts 
Shakespeare's most profound play. (129) 
Urkowitz refutes Alice Walker's belief that "[t]here is no reason for supposing that 
Shakespeare's spelling was uninstructed.!' Her supposition is based on her 
inaccurate theory of dictation being used as the source of QI. .Urkowitz writes, 
... [T]he pages get;terally accepted as being in Shakespeare's hand in 
Sir Thomas More demonstrate that his spelling is worse than "uninstructed," 
it is positively,; aggressive in its inconsistency and abhorrence of rule. J. 
Dover Wilson remarks: "The spellings of [the Shakespearean pages) 
look uncouth, if not illiterate, to a modern eye unaccustomed to read 
siJtteenth century manuscripts . ... Then a gentleman spelt as he list, and 
only 'base mechanicals' such as compositors spelt more or less 
consistently. {132) 
In addition1 Urkowitz uses Greg's confirmation that the Second Quarto of Hamlet 
• 
was taken from Shakespeare's foul-papers, which contained an abundance of 
irregular spellings. The 'mishearings' of the shorthand and dictation theories, then, 
may be nothing more than Shakespearean anomalies. This evidence of 
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Shakespe�U"e's SP.elling·habits, combined with his carelessness with act and scene 
divisions and stage dir.ections, is no.t .condq,cive to 'the ic;lea that Q l  is 'doubtful' or 
!corrupt.' Co:r.npOsitors, being "base mechanicals," were ·undoubtedly responsible for 
at least some -of the spell.i..ng cdrrections that appear in F, but there is no likelihood 
of their being able to re'(.ise a pla.y to the. e;Jtent that< F is different from .QI.  It· 
would take a playwright of Shak.espeare's. caliber to effect the changes between Ql 
and F. 
Op� of th�.reas.ops Q l  is considered<bY many editQJ;s to be inferior to F is 
the �pQearance of mislineation and prose printed as ve(se and verse as prose. 
Timqn of Jthens is similar tQ King Lear in this res.pect. Chambers ·explains the 
condition of Timon: 
rhere is .much mi�lineation .in the text. Lines are irregularly divided; 
pros� speec.hes. ar:e pr.intcd as verse;-·-and verse speeches as prose. . . . Many 
verse Un.es-are split, and the sQlitting, is. often not explicable as due to 
considet:ttions� of space or a. desire to indicate major paus.es. It is 
very likely that there were f.reC)Jlent marginal insertions in the copy. (481) 
Url<o:witJ; further·ex.plai.ns·the textual irregularities of Timon in comparison with 
King Lear by quotjng J. C. Ma�w.ell: 
At.first sight the lineation of Timon appears very defective, but closer 
examinatiQD,Sl.lggests that the compositor probably made quite a good 
jQ.b of interpreting his copy, . .  � There are few errors in lineation in 
passages of '(erae that is clearly intended to be regular. . . . ln some 
rol!gher scen.es4 Shakespeare had probably not decided exactly 
what. was .to be verse and what prose. (136) 
If this· is the case- .with Timon of Athens, then it is likely- 1hat Shakespeare· had not 
decided this about King· Lear. Evidence of this is apparent through the differences 
between Q..I and F in the roles of Albany and Edgar (discussed below). As the two 
• 
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charactets ;ehange in their lev.el of importan.cc.. between. the texts. so might their 
speaking i n  prose or yerse. This explanation .;Of m!s linea,Jion SUQilOftS· the idea that 
Q l  was derived from Shakespeare's foul-pap,ers, aoA. npt from on.e of Jhe oth.er 
so.urces scltolars have.. theorized. 
Establish'ing ·the' case for Shakespeare�s foul-papers being. the sov.r.ce for Q l  
is paramount i n  bqilding th.e case for authorial revision. I n  .or�r 'for Shakespeare 
to have revised the texts.. between Q l  and F, he must. have been "responsible for. Q l .  
Url<owitz points out that i( the persa.o r.esponsib.le for w.titing the -copy for Q l  was 
not Sha..l<espeare, he had the same exact spe lling habits of Shakesm:are, his 
handwriting contained "the same kinds o(·oddities,t' he wrote, (by -ear or memory) 
perfect Shakespearea n lines .. diyided. corJ:.ectly .and with the same.:rhythmic oesign, 
in patterns a lmost exactly like those appeari ng in Timon of Athens, he cou ld change 
dialogue without affecting, meaning, or complexity, and c..ou ld "'corrupt' 
Shakespearean expressions with 'vulgar' ,equivalents," and in soitle cases hi& 
expressions' were "'better' or 'm<U:,e Shakespearean' than the. version found in the 
Folio text" (139-40). It is rathet senseless then4 to conclude that anyone other than· 
Shakespeare, provided the text for Ql, which would be· his foul-pa pers. 
If Shakespeare )Vas directly responsible for Ql, tijen it wou ld Il.Pt be 
impossible for him to have been directly accou ntable for F. One of J:he PlOSt 
receiyed ideas against authorial revision of tl;le- texts of King Lear is. pr.eseoted b y  
Greg, who does notbelieve that Shakespeare, "at the height of his ,p9wers;:cou ld 
ever have written the clumsy and fumbli ng li nes we find in Q[ l ], or that these­
could in general represent a.stag.e in the de,velopment .of F" (Ur,kowjtz; 143). First, 
an expla nation of the "clumsy and fumbling lines" has beep aforeroentioned. 
Second, this assumes that Shakespeare was essentially perfect in his writing of 
plays. The genius of Shakespeare woqld in no way be marred by accepting the 
idea that he.changed his miprl about his plays on .more .than one occasion, and was 
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nol: abo:�e· retltinKiiig hi� ))lays· if it' were- deemed -necessary to make the pl�y more 
performable.' 'To adinit a'nything less would 'be to paint Shakespeare as somehow 
more than ltun1an. ·warren indicates that equally respected authors, such as Jonson, 
Pope, arid Y.eats,Yiave revised br modified··their "texts after first publication" 
("Quarto,"'96). Most�of llt� scholars who bel�e that someone otl\er than 
Shakespeare was·r�sponsible for' the'fevisiofi:"between fexts subscribe to lhe idea of 
tlie'lost · driginal1 text· which m6der'n�eai tors .have miraculously restored through' 
conf;lation.· T·h'e argurile'nt -agaihst'b'onflation is m"ade· through the acceptance of 
authorial re'Visio'n. ·However, if one·ooes not accept this,·the number and nature of 
the·vttriant9' between the texts alone makeS' th'e· case. Thus, insight into the 
conflation' of the..two texts-shortld be- made before further discussiort of authorial 
revision. ·' ( 
·One of ·the problem& with confhition is that it is done almost purely from 
tlie -literar'y standpoint, with little conside"ration for the· dramatic. =!'his is ·perhaps 
due to the fact that 'it is easier· to'emphasize the literar� in ord'er to conflate Ql 
and F, but more probably it is because the editors who choose to conflate are those 
whose primary audience is readers. For example, G. Blakemore Evans, editor of 
the Riverside Shakespeare, chooses to conflate the texts (placing in brackets 
anything that does not derive from F), but his edition is used for readers of 
Shakespeare rather than actors. S.ince Shakespeare seems to have been concerned 
only with the dramatic aspect of his plays, this must be the primary focus of 
modern editors. In addition, for the serious reader of Shakespeare, it would not be 
an enormous task to read both the Quarto and Folio texts. Most editors, including 
Evans, have a section on textual notes, indicating the words/lines that appear in 
the rejected "inferior" text, and sometimes explanation for choice is provided. For 
those interested in textual studies, this is interesting information, but for the 
casual reader, it is usually ignored. It might then, be more advantageous to allow 
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the reader, casual or otherwise, to choose whiclt authoritative text he wishes to 
read, rather than pro.vide onl y  the edito.r's chosen 'superior' conflation {see chapter 
on  modern productioJ)s below). 
The goal of conflation for modern editors is to present tlie reader/director 
with an ideal, perfect copy of King Lear. Admittedly, there are li nes and scenes 
• 
from Ql which are superior to F, anp vice-�ersa, in terms of how they work i n  
regard to both the: literary a nd dramatic aspects.• This, however, ,is an i nevitable 
result of revision. �. revi'Sion is not necessarily better than the original, but merely 
a reconfigurati.on oi ideas., For Shakespeare's part, the reviSion of Ql ,to F was 
undoubtedly duei to how Ql actuall y worked on stage. Although perhaps superior 
in the literary· aspect, ·much of Ql does not wor.k on lS(age..(see below). '0n the 
other hand, there are lines and scenes from Ql which are dramatically  preferable 
to F .  Regardress of the advantages and disadvantages of botlLtexts, a concern, of 
modern' editors ought to be the ironic effect of creating a te�t without authority 
from two authoritative te�tts; it seems this is a movement backwards . 
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Textual Variants Between Quarto And Folio King Lear 
The advantages to printing the Quarto and Folio as two separate texts 
rather than conflating them is apparent through a dose study of the varia,nts 
between the texts., They indicate that Sliakesp,eare revised the play upon seeing 
how the play w.orked on stage and after 'Submitting the foul-papers for Ql to the 
Master of Revels, who was ultimately r.esponsible for checking all pla ys for 
anything that might offend either members of the court or foreign ambassadors. 
According to Madelei ne Doran� this was a factor in changing the invasion from 
France i n  the Quartb to a civil rebellion in the Folio (Ioppolo ·1 68) . Foakes agrees 
with Doran , and· &tates : .. 
The Fool�s satirical reference to monopolies '(1.4. 1 40ff}, Edmund's 
account of 'menaces and maledictions against kings and nobles' 
(1.2. 1 44ff) and.the ... refere nces to war with France, all fou nd i n  Q but not in 
F, could have been omitted to avoid displeasing a king who was 
known for gra ntins monopolies to favourites, and' who lik�d to see 
himself as a peacemaker i n  his foreign policy. (98) 
Although this seems at first to be a probable solution to this major textual variant, 
from the title page of Ql, we know th:at it was "played before the Ki ngs Maiestie." 
The changes that were made to the Folio would not have mattered at that point 
because it was Ql that was performed. In addition, if Ki ng James 1 were offended 
by the notion of an army sent from France, or by the cha nge later to the 
suggestion of a civil uprising, King Lear probably would have been Shakespeare's 
last play. Many editors believe that the exclusion of the'lines referri ng to the 
army from France ("Ql : 3.1 [12 iines--revised to 9 lines in F discussing Albany and 
Cornwall], 4.2 [6 lines.], 4.3 (entire scene of 56-lines], 5.1 (6  lines ], and 5.2 [stage 
directions]") was to cut the length of the play. by omitti ng some unnecessary lines 
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(Ioppolo 168). However, as Greg indicate&, there is no such evidence that- plays 
• 
were cut becavse of length. He states, 
It may be true that, Shakespeare and 'l'onson apart, the average. length of 
plays of the period was about 2, 400 li nes and th:c usual length. of 
performa nce s.ome two hours. But there are allusions to plays lasting 
two and· a half and even three hoqrs, and the promptbook of Believe as 
You List was not cut though it runs over 3,000 lines: Ironside, which 
is not much over 2,0QO lines, is more heavily cut than Woodstock, which 
is about 3,000. On the evidence we are bound to believe that plays differed 
considerably in length and performances in duration. (First Folio 1 47) 
Thus, we must look to reasons other than the length of King Lear to find the 
reason for such omissions. Harley Granville-Barker, an  e.xpert on producing 
• 
Shakespeare, offers the following explanation: 
The King of France comes 'armed with. Cordelia to Lear's rescue, as is 
natural . Then, by virtue of the clumsiest few lines in the play, he is sent 
back agai n. Did Shakespeare originally mean Cordelia to restore her 
father to his throne [as in Holinshed�s Leir]; but wauld a French victory in 
England not have done? I t  may be; though I cannot think he ever 
intended Lear to survive. (quoted in loppolo 1 68) 
A French victory in England "would not have done:' si nce that alone would not 
have restored Lear to power, assumi ng that he wished to have it again. Urkowitz 
refutes Granville-Barker's idea that the omitted lines are clumsy, and provides an  
explanation according to Kent's speech in the Quarto (3. 1 . 1 7-42): 
The French are secretly invading, Kent tells "the Gentleman . . .  because 
they know that the English dukes are preoccupied with their own 
contention and are neglige nt in tlefending the realm against foreign 
incursion. In  the Quarto text the French are unaware of the "u nnaturall 
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and bemaddi ng sorrow" inflicted o n  Lear. This news is the reason for 
tl)e Gentleman's erra nd to Dover. . . . The later passages i n  the Quarto . . .  
which. refet to the Fre.qch. fofc.eS' s.eem desjgned to overcome an 
i nitialtimpression created by Kent's speech that the French are engaged 
i n  an opportunistic adv,enture. (72) 
Sin.�� the Frens:h do not know of Lear's plight, and the Gentleman's report would 
only serve. to inform them-of it, it would be sensible to change the French 
il}teJ:veJ;)etipn tp' a 'domestic rebellion, a� me.mbers of the British· unrest would likely 
si{ie' wit)l tl}e F,tench agi{inst �he 4ukes. Ill i,ldditjon, Urkowitz poi nts out 'that 
there is no Plention of. a french invasion· in the Folio. 
Instead. �ent says that the French ki ng's spies, and by implication the king 
himself, are fully; aware not onl y  of the division between Albany and 
CP.Tn.waU, bu.t als.o of "the hatd· Rei ne which both of them h"ath bornef 
Against the .ol� ki nd: King." �ent does not send the· GentlePian toward 
Q.over fon t)YO reasons . First, in .thp Folio version the Frepch are not 
sendi pg an a(m y, n.or has Dover be.en identi(ied as a rallyi ng point for 
fr-iends.pf Ki ng L.�ar. Sec9pd, the French already know of Lear's 
mistre�tw.ent from thejr own "spies and speculations" in the hous�holds of 
Albany and CQrnwalL (72) 
A further revis.ion made to be consistent with the suggestion of rebellion rather 
than foreign i ntervention occurs in Gloucester's speech i n  3.3.1 1 - 1 3: 
Ql 
. . lhese i�iuries 
The King now beares, will be reueng�d home 
Ther's part of a power already landed, . . .  
(TLN 1 5J6- 1 8) 
Z3 
F 
.. . these iniuries- the 
.King now beares, will  be reuenged home; ther is part of 
a Power already footed 
(TLN 1 762-64) 
The change from . " landed" tO" "footed!' -implies a domestic •:power," rather than a 
fpreign one.  This seemingly minor change is .e�tremely important for the 
maintenance 6f the plot·a nd consistency of �the� play. It also suggests. that 
Shakespeare was responsible for the revisio� sin.ce a compositor or. any of the 
other suggested pers.ons responsible .,for revisio n· �ould· not likely have caught lhis. 
detail . Urkowit:z; provides a plausible sq.lution to this varia nt, and the d,elay in 
Gloucester's speech from .Q  1 to· Fi 
Prev\ous references to the nationalitY- of arme.d f:,riends ·of King Lear< ar.e 
extremely and, I feel, purposefully vague in the Folio, especially  i n  the 
absence of remarks -about .the FrencH 'army i n  3. 1 .  Thus, all mention 
of the militaryt int_ervention by ·France in England i.!; put off u ntil 
approximately four hu ndred li nes later in the Folio than in the Quarto. 
This delay creates no problem in plotting and no confusion. To the 
contrary, it adds another note of surprise for the audience, a change 
consonant with other variants creati ng unexpected events fou nd in 
the Folio text.(73) 
Perhaps 'Shakespeare decided, upo·n.seeing the ·audience's response to the early 
unveiling.af the. plot, that the ;l�.tyout regar ding the invasion/rebellion did not go 
over well. This is something that could only be detected after performance. This 
particular. variant is an  especiall y strong 'defender of the case against conflation, 
since in the modern conflated text, France, through its spies i n  the houses of 
Alba ny a nd Cornwall, already knows the situation of Lear's plight, but Kent sends 
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the Gentleman to repurt the news anyway and get France to send an army. This 
makes no. sense in dth<:r the dr.amatic or the literary aspect of the play. In spite of 
this, the modern conflated e.ditions.preserve the references to France. 
A djscussion of the invasion/rebellion variant looks at the entire play and 
its scope. Although a discussio� of all variants to be considered should do so as 
well, it is at this point that my examination of textual differences becomes more 
specific in focus. an variants will be.' accur.ding tQ,the T\lN's i11dicated in 
Warren's Tht!' Eacallel King Lear, whic4 includes stage directions as lines. Those 
selected are ill> concordanc_e with my purpose· and .are of significant import in 
regard to boW<the play \XOrks for reading and p,e,rformance. For the most part, the 
arrangement o£ tp.e ·variants. is; chronological, with: the exception of those 
pertaining to �uclr li'lscussions· -a.sr en trances ·and exits� In .. these cases, the respective 
variants Jll.a� .be scattered throughout the play. but·are grouped together according 
to the suoject. . 
;r,he firs! major variaqt1�arranting discussion is King Lear's first speech, 
beginning at· TLN 37 in .Ql and .41 in F.., The speech in F is 6 lines longer than in 
Ql. 
Ql 
Lear. �aile time we will exptesse Qur darker purposes, 
The map ther�; knuw; Yte haue dillided 
In, three, wur kingagme� and tis.our first intent, 
To shake all,.cares!and b.usines of .our state, 
Confirming. •them .on yonger yeares, " . 
T.h.e two _great Princes France and Burgl.(.ndy, 
Oreat'tYP.a.ls· in our Y.oung�st daughters loue, 
, Long iu. our Cou.rt �q.e made. th�ir amorous soio�rne, 
And .here.are�to be answerd, tell:: {Il(t my daughters, 
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..... t:" ' .to " <.  Which of you •shall  we say doth loue vs ·most, 
A 
That we our largest bountie ·may e xiend, 
Where n\eri t doth most challenge- it, 
Gonorill our eldest ·borne, speake first? 
l p 
Lear. · Me"ane time we shal espresse our darKer purpose. 
Giue me the Map there. K:now, that we haue diuided 
' . ' 
I n  three our Kingdome: and 'tis our fast intent, 
T o  shake �11 Cares · and Busi nesse from our Age, 
Conferrirlg them on yonger strengths, while we 
Vnburthen'd crawle toward death. Our son of Cornwal, 
! ,..,. *� ,, And you out no lesse loui ng Sonne- or Albany, 
We haue this houre a constant will to  publish 
"Our daughters ·seueralf Dowers, tha t future ·strife 
May be' preuented now. T"he Princes, France & Burgundy, 
Great Riuals in our yongest daughters ldue, 
'Long in our Court, haue' niade their amorous s'oiourne, · 
And heere 'are to -be answer'd. Tell me my da ughters 
(Since now we will diuest vs· both of Rule, 
Interest of Territory, Cares of ·State) 
Which of you shall 'we 'say dotn lohe vs most, 
That we, our largest bountie' may extend 
Where N'ature doth with merit' clialfenge. Gonerill, 
"bur eldest borne, speake first. 
The Folio speech is &n obvious· improvement on the Quart() for several reasons, 
both literary and dra'matic. First, "purposes1' in Ql is changed to the singular in F, 
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which is appropriate, since tbere is only one "darker purpose" for their gathering at 
court--to divide· th� kingdpm. !:ordelia's choice of husband cannot be construed as 
"dark." In addition. L.ear has just instructed Glo..ucestcrr to attend to France and 
Burgundy, thereby putting their., inunediacy behind the- .divisio.n of the kingdom. 
The second seemingly ,W-inor· variant is the change from "first" in Q l  to "fa..st�  in R 
Altbough the differ&nce is but·a .sjn,gle  word, i n  Q l ,  "first" i$1entifies tbe main 
purpose for the gathering, the second being (a.ltllough not stated .as such) the· choice 
of husband for <!:Qrdtli!\. "First" is not a mistake, as some editors may assum,e,  
because it compljes �with the plural "purposes." However,. "fast" is 1he prefera ble 
word, since it i& the primary and immediate purpose. If Cordelia's selection were 
• 
not deemed $ec�ndary a..t th.e outset, it certainly proves· to be later in the s.cene. 
"F�J,st" also aligns itself with the singular "purpose." Tltis , again, is yet another 
example of the de�ail pf the revision between the texts. "[c]ares and busines of our 
state, I Confirming th�m on ypnger yeares� i� Q 1 is changed tp "Cares and 
Busirt�.sse from O"Qr Age, I Conferring them on yonger strengths" in F. The 
meaning is quite close, yet ttl",F, the issue of Lear's age is made more apparent, and 
it is clearer that he wishes to rid himself of kingly concerns, which he seems to 
feel are .be tter left to· the sttength of youth. This also metaphorically presents the 
idea that Lear is weak, and sets the. to,ne for his impending madness, a weakness of 
the mind. These. ideas are further underscored by the "while we I Vnburthen'd 
crawle toward deatb," added in the Folio. Much of this foresbadowing is absent in 
. 
Ql, whjcq ·moves directly to the issue of France and Burgundy. In F, there is more 
foresha.dowing-with the par t  of Lear's speech directed toward Albany and 
Cornwall, and what they have to gain from their wives' inheritance of the 
kingdom. He is :a.ddressio� their base motives of greed, alt hough he does not 
reali ze this, as he refers' to  them as "louing Sonne[s ]." The greed of Goneril and 
Regan is fueled , by Lear in F ,  where he say.s as an aside, "(Since now we will diuest 
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vs both of Rule, Interest of Territory, Cares of State)," which indicates exactly 
what is meant by the division of the kingdom and what they will gain from it. An 
• 
interesting variant is the "?" after "speake first" in Q l ,  which is absent in F. 
Although some have argued .that the "?" was used to mean "!!' in El izabethan texts, I 
have found several examples in Q l  to indicate the motlern usage of the "?". At this 
point in the play, Lear knows·exactly what he is doing and s.till feels very much in 
control of his fate. This is supported by the command to make Goneril speak first 
in F. However, the foreshadowing effect of the "?" in Q l  cannot be unde1mined. 
Throughout the. play,. Lear moves front steadfast and sure to uncertainty about h is 
decis ion-making abil ity and h is fate .· At the end, he realizes th'e deficiencies in his 
judgment, and questions why he.acted so rashly and poorly. It does not seem that 
the "?" after Lear's second command in· Ql was a m istake on Shakespear.e's part, but 
a careful thinking of the play.'s plat. The modern conflated text dispenses with the 
"?," but, as with almost  all editorial co.ncerns. this is an indiv idual preferenc·e. 
Perhaps, as has been· suggested about the revealing of· the intervention of -the 
French army, Shakespeare thought ·this would display too mu'�h very early in the 
play. 
Another variant of some importance is Edmund's speech, which Edgar 
interrupts at Ql 4 1 2ff; F A63ff. Edmund's soliloquy begins at TLN ·399 in Ql and 
TLN 447 in F. Edgar's entr.ance is important, and in F tlte stage direction is more 
obvious; in Ql it blends in with the script, and makes it look a�if Edgar is 
speaking the last l ines of the speech. Until Edgar's entrance, Edmund's soliloquy is 
basically the same in Ql and F .  
Ql 
Enter Edgar; and out hee comes l ike the Catastrophe of the old Co-
medy, mine is villanous melancholy, with a sith like them of 
Bedlam; 0 these eclipses doe portend these diuis ions. 
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F 
Enter Edgar . 
• 
Pat; he comes like the Catastrophe of the old Comedie: 
my Cue is villanous Melancholly, with a sighe like Tom 
o'Bedlam. ____ O these Eclipses do portend these diui-
sions. Fa, Sol, :La, Me. 
A minor change is the change from "mine" in Q l  to "my Cue" in F. In Ql, Edmund 
is talking about his character, full of "villanous melancholy," which propels him 
toward the evil deeds he performs in the play. In F, although his character is 
inherently b,ad, he indicates that the "Cue" of "villanous Melancholy" will cause 
him to act upon what is already within him. In addition, a cue is a dramatic 
device, and the inclusion of the word in F could be construed as a dramatic 
metaphor. The ,reading in F is an improvement, for several reasons. First, "them 
of Bedlam" in Q l  is ·changed to "Tom o'Bedlam." Although the reading from Q l  
makes sense, since Bedlam is a corruption of the Bethlehem Hospital which .served 
as a lodging for the insane, the reference to "Tom o'Bedlam" is more appropriate, 
for it provides su btle irony by mentioning the character Edgar later assumes in the 
play. In addition, the inclusion of "Fa, Sol, La, Me" seems extraneous at an initial 
glance; however, it serves to further emphasi ze the diabolical nature of Edmund. 
Urkowitz explains : " . . .  [A]s Edgar enters, the Folio text has Edmund singing "Fa, 
Sol, La, Me," a progression of  tones known as the diabolus in medieval musical 
theory, and appropriate to deviltry" (42). 
Beginning at TLN 420 in Q l  and TLN 472 in F, Edmund's speech is altered 
considerably--much of it is deleted in F. 
Q l  
Bast. I promise you the effects he writ of, succeed vnhappily, 
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as of ynnaturalnesse betyveen� the child and the parent, death, 
deartb11' dissolutions of anciel)t �mities, .diuisions ln state, mena-
ces aJld .maledictiqns against King and noble�, needles diffiden-
ces, banishment of frieds , dissipation of Cohorts, nuptial breach-
es , and I know not what. 
Edg. How Jong Q,aue you beene a sectary AstronomicaJl? 
Bast. Come, �orne, when s.aw YOJI my father last? 
F 
Bpst. l prqmi,.se. you, the �ffect� he writes of , succeede 
vnhappily. 
When saw you my Father last?r 
If we refer back .to the hypqt)lesis tl}.at Slt_akespeare d.i..d not wish to reveal the 
play's plot too·eady, the omissi.ol} of most of Edmupd':i speech in Ql makes sense. 
This speech briefly states the action of the play, a pd the auaience of Ql may have 
been disap_R,Qinted by this. If; this were the case, it WOlJld explain the revision in F .  
Regardless, the part of the speech missing in F is not necessary to the play's action. 
Since this par.t of Edmund's. speech is removed, Edgar's ques.tion immediately 
• 
followin9 must also be discarded,-for there would be· no re�son for him to 
satirically ask how :lQ.O,g ·Edmund has believed in the current astrological fads. In 
addition, the !'Qome, coll}e" spoken by .Edmund after .this question must also be 
removed because it implies impatience. As a result of the reyision in F ,  the only 
thing that is unfortunately lost is the humor present in Edgar's question. 
The above variants affect the play in some manner, and the effect can be 
detected e.ither in the reading or the performance of the play. However, some of 
the variants . betweeJI the two texts create an effect which is only fully noticeable 
in the performance of ,the play, or in t}le dramatic context. These involve the 
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entrances and exits of the cha racters, which inherently can invol:ve stage 
directions, but .not 'necessat:ilY in a direct manner. One such variant occurs at Ql 
TLN 440ff and F TLN 487., 
Ql 
Bast.� Thats nry feare brother, I aduise you to· the best goe 
arm'd, I am no honest man,.1f there- bee 11ny good meaning to.: r 
.watds you, I haue ,told you. what I haue seene & heard, but faint-
ly4 nothing like �the image and horror'df i t, pray you away! 
F 
Ed g .. 'Shall :1 lheare froll\. you anon? 
Qast. Ldoa serue· you in . this .busines:  
Edm. That's my feare, I pray you haue a continent 
forbearance till the speed of his rage goes slower: and as 
I say, retire· with me to m)l: lodging, from whence .l will 
fitly bring you to heare my Lord· speake: p ray ye goe, 
there's my key: if you do stirre abroad, goe arm'd, 
Edg. Arm'd, Brother? 
Exit Edgar 
Edm. Brother, I .aduise .you to the best, I am n() honest 
man, it ther be any good meaning toward you: I haue told 
you what I haue seene, and heard: But faintly. Nothing 
like the image, and horror  of it, pray you away. 
Edg. Shall I heare from you anon? Exit. 
In Ql, Edga r hears Edmund say "I doe se rue you in this busines," whereas in F he 
does not. In Q 1, 
a single command , "Pray you away," . . .  ·motivate[s) Edgar's departure . . . .  
In contrast, Edmund' urgeS' his brother to go off three times in the Folio 
text. The vatriants • . .  allow .Edmund first to begin walking out with Edgar: 
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"retire with me to my lodging." Then Edmund stops, and sends his brother 
off alone wi ih- a key: "pray ye go, there's my key." But then Edmund delays 
Edgar's exit again when he -orrers further advice: "if you do stirre abroad," 
' etc., and finall)' �he dismisses 'E<fgar for the ,last time, "pray you away," seven 
lines affer· tlre Initial impulse �or the :exit. was spoken. (.Urkowitz 42-43). 
IIi addition to this, i'n ·Q 1 Edmund's phrase "goe-arm'd" is· said in the second line of 
his speech, but in Flit ·is l�st. Edgar's reply, "AAn'd, Brolher?" is  absent itl Ql, 
because too much has been 'said since Edmund told him to "goe arm'd," and it 
would imply 'that what Edmund 'says ·after it has l itt le importance. Since it is  last 
in F;  its importance becomes primary, and Edgar's reply connotes surprise. 
THe next variant appears in the short 1.3 (noted such only ifi F), at Goneril's 
second speech. 
QI  
·Gon. Put.on what' wearie negligence you• please, you and your 
fellow seruants, ·i'de haue it cbme in question, if he dislike it, ·let 
hi m t'o·out -sister, whose mind and mine I know in that are one, 
not to be ouerruld; i'dle old man that  ·still would manage· those 
authorities that Jiee hath giuen away, now by my life old fooles 
are b'abes again, & must be vs'd with �checkes as flatteries, w hen 
they are seene abusd, remember'what I· tell you. 
·Gent. V er� welt Mddam. 
(TLN •452ff) 
F 
Gon. Put on what weary negligence you please, 
You and your Fellowes: I'de haue it come to question; . 
If he disfaste it, .let him to my Sister, 
W hose mind and mine I know in that are one, 
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Remember what I haue said. 
Ste. Well Madam. 
(TLN 506ff) 
The first obvious change is th�. shi£t from· prose in Q l  to v�rse in E. This is 
appropriate* -since Goneril is a character of. royalty. The passage omitted in F 
serves to provide irrsiglrt. into the "evil .pf Gorreril's plan, and gi.ves more 
information about how she truly feels about Lear and how he ought to be treated. 
Since these lines are revealing, they may have been omitted in F in order to more 
slowly unveil Goneril's character. Another change made is from gentleman to 
steward, referring ' to Oswald, identified as such in 1 .4. 
The.next change" is made in' l{ent's ·speech at the beginning of 1 .4. In Q l  it 
is in prose, and in F it is in verse. This is important, since at this point in the 
play, Kent is disguised as a commoner, and therefore would speak in prose. 
However, Lear's, exile of; him �rom <?Ourt does not in his heart destroy his loyalty to 
Lear. In addition,, Lear's initial vie'w :of him is restored at the end of the play. 
Regarding this, he should speak in verse. 
�nother variant included in the -category of entrances· and• exits occurs at 
• 
Lear's entrance immedi�tely f,ollowihg Kent's soliloquy. In Q l ,  the stage direction 
reads; ''Ente,. Lear." In F, a more- appropriate stage direction is given:• "Hofnes 
within. 'Enter bear and Attendants." Lear's. madness has not yet set in, 6ntl he is still 
a .member of ,the royal court, although he has given up his duties as king. Because 
of this, .his entrance should be. announced with a flourish and he should be 
accompanied· by attendants. He is not yet the solitary figure who has completely 
lost his. dignity. This, then, is a revision which results in improvement. Again; 
this is a variant which is tnore noticeable on the dramatic level, since the existence 
or absence of horns would be obvious in a performance of" the play. 
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• 
As aforementioned, Kent's soli19quy is spoken in verse in F. However, upon 
the entrance of Lear, Kent ·again s.peaks in pu>se. Regardless of his loyalties, this 
is suitable, 'since while he is conversing with Lear, lle is hut a man. Interestingly, 
Lear speaks in prose in both Q l  and F, which, although perhaps improper dJle to 
Lea�;'s stature, does signify that he will fall from it. 
An interesting variant involving.. line assignments and entrances and exits, 
occurs in this scene. 
Q l  
F 
.Enter Steward 
Steward . •  So please you, 
Lear, What say's the fellow there, . . .  
Enter Steward 
Ste. So please you ____ _ 
Lear. What s'aies the Fellow there? . . .  
Exit. 
In Q l ,  the presence of the comma aftel" the steward's line, and Lear's question, 
implies an interrupted speech, especially since he does not leave the stage. In F, 
the existence of the stage direction for him to exit implies that he had no more to 
say. Lear's following speech requires the inclusion of the stage direction, for he 
says in both texts, "call the clat-pole backe." He calls the steward back, because he 
has not answered hi� question about where Goneril is. In order for him to call him 
back, he must exit the scene. In Q l ,  it is a servant who returns to tell Lear that 
Goneril is not well>, but in F it is a knight who brings the news. In both texts, 
there is no stage·direction for an entrance. The assignment in Q l  of the lines to a 
servant seems more suitable than F's assignment to a knight. Since a knight is 
higher in stature than a servant, it would be more fitting for a servant to bring the 
news of Goneril. The modern conflated text preserves the Folio version, perhaps 
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because most editors consider it the superior text. When the steward re-enters at 
TLN 543 in Ql· and TLN 609 in F, only F provides the stage direction "Enter 
Steward." In Q l ,  the steward:· simply speaks his lines. The addition of the stage 
direction is an obvious improved revision, although anyone performing the play 
could figure out the entrances and exits without much confusion. 
One of the revisions made to the text from Ql to- F concerns the Fool's song 
at Q l  TLN 575 and F TLN 647. Because it is a song, it should be printed as verse, 
but Q l  prints it as prose. F correctly prints it as verse. 
The next .major variant takes place at Q l  TLN 588 and F TLN 669. Q l  
contains a dialogue between the Fool, Kent, and Lear that is absent i n  F. 
Q l  
Lear. N o  lad, teach mee. 
Foole. That Lord that counsail'd thee ·to giue away thy land, 
Come place him heere by mee, doe thou for him stand, 
The sweet and bitter foole will presently appeare, 
The one in motley here, the other found out there. 
Lear. Do'st thou call mee foole boy? 
Foole. All thy other Titles. thou hast giuen away, that thou 
wast borne with. 
Kent. This is not altogether foole my Lord. 
Foole. No faith, Lords and great men will not let me, if I had 
a monopolie out, they would haue part an't, and lodes too, they 
will not let me haue all the foole to my selfe, they'l be snatching; 
giue me an egge Nuncle, and ile giue thee two crownes. 
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F 
.l-ear. .N p Lap, teach m�. 
Foole, Nunckle, giue .Il\Y an �gge,, and I I� giue thee 
two Crown<;s. 
In Ql , .the· Fool me:otiops · t{lat . Lear ·w�s .unwise tp .give-,aw�y his kingdom, .find he is 
the first to consider• this. Ke:qt agrees with, him. This is a brilliant passage that 
4elllonstra.t_es, the Fool's wit and Le�r's \��k of it. The ab�encc; of it -in F is not an 
improved .revision, �ipce it. lJlarks t)le b�ginnipg of Lear's realization of his 
mi.stakes. ·PerhapS' Shakespeare omitted it )n f because it is not dramatically 
necessa.ry, In addi,tion, the Fool says that Lear.1 �'will not believe a Foote." 
Considering tl}is,. the FooJ of F ·way have 'thought it futile to attempt to point out 
to Lear his.mistake. Incidentally, the modern conflated text preserves the passage. 
There are other minor variants between that passage and Q l  TLN 659, F 
TLN 744, but tb.ey do not warra:ot pjscussion. This pa§sage, however, includes both 
a change in line ..assignment and !\n omission. 
Q l  
Lear. J;>p.th any )ler� know mee? . . .  
. . � who is it tha�· can tel.l• me wpo I aJll? Lears 
shadow? I would le�rne t.hat, for by tb.e markes of soueraintie, 
knowledge, and reason, I should bee false perswaded I had 
daughters. 
Foole.· Which they, will make an obedient fatlAer. 
F 
Lear. Qo's any heere know me? . . .  
. . . Who is it that can tell me who I am? 
Foole. Lears shadow. 
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In Q l ,  Lear shows more insight by answering his own question, realizing that he is 
but a shadow of the ..man.. he was: In .f, the Fool answers the question, which suits 
his character. In -Q r Lear continues with his insight ·by beginning to understand 
what Goneril and Regan hav'e, done to him. These realizations coincide with one 
another, but without Lear.'s.t:ompr.ehension of •his tOss of power as a king (out of 
choice) and his loss;: of. power as a father (not by choice), there is no use for his 
being "false ·perswaded [h�) lrad daughters." In F, the Fool is still supplying the 
wisdom, so Lear lias not truly corile ttd any realizations, and the text reflects that. 
Either text is solid both on literary and dramatic grounds. 
Another variimt:occurs at Q l  l:bN 68 1 and F TLN 769. Upon Albany's 
entrance (referred to only as· "Duke.'l in Q l ), Lear makes a desperate speech 
reflecting his realization of what he has done to Cordelia. 
Q l  
Lear. We' that too late repent's, O. sir, are you .come? is it your 
will that: wee, prepare any horses, ingJ:atifUde! thou marble har-
ted fiend; more hideous when thou shewest thee in a child, then 
the Sea-monster, 'detested kite, thou lift my traine, and men of 
choise and rarest p.arts; that all particulars of dutie knowe, and 
in the most exact regard, support the worships...ofi their name, 0 
most small t:ault, how vgly did'st thou in Cordelia shewe, that 
• 
like "an engine wrencht my frame of natut:e from the fixt place, 
drew from my heart all roue and added to · the gall, 0 Lear. Lear! 
beat at this· gate that ·let thy folly 'in, and thy deere iudgement 
out, goe goe,; my people? 
Duke, (sic) My Lord, I am giltles as I am ignorant. 
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F 
[;ear. WcJe, that too late repents: 
Is -it your will, speake Sir?< Prepate nry Horses. 
ingratituder thou Marble·hearted Fiend, 
M<1t:·e hide'ous when thou shew'st thee in a Child, 
Then the Sea-monster. 
Alb'. Pray Sir be patient. r 
' Lear1 Dete!>ted Kite, thou lyest. 
My Traine are men of choice, and rarest parts, 
That' all�pa�iculars of dutie know, 
And ih the most exact regard, sUppott. 
The worships of 'their ·name. 0 most small fault, 
How vgly did'st thou .in Cbrdelill she,w? 
Wlficlt Ifke .. an Engine, w..rencht my frame of' Nature 
From' the fixt place: drew from my heart aU loue, 
And added .to the gall. 0 Lear, Lear, Lear! 
Beate 'at this gate th'ilt Jet thy Folly in, 
And thy deere Judgement out.• Go, go, my p"eople. 
Alb. My Lortl, I am guiltlesse, as I am ignorant 
Of what hath moued you.· 
Clearly, the passage has been changed -from prose to verse. This is proper, since it 
is one of Lear's mbst powerful speeches in the play. "0 sir, are you come? is it 
your will that we prepflre any horses" in Ql is changed to "Is it your· will, speake 
Sir? -Pr-epare my HQ.rses" "in F. Perhaps Lear is asking if it is Albany's desire that 
the .horses- be prepared. The r.evision in F is better, and was needed for clarity of 
the passage. Lear asks Ingratitude if it ·is his will to speak, and commands, rather 
than asks, that the horses be prepared. This makes the addition of Albany's line in 
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the middle of the speech appropdat� because it is designed both to altempt to 
calm Lear an'q to give the actdr playing. the role a purpose for being on the stage 
at that particular molllent. "Thou lift m}' traine" in Q l  :is changed to, "thou lyest. 
My Traine" in F, which again' is arr impr,ovement .. since. Lear is speaking to Goneril 
at this'poinf, addressing fhe fact that she lied .about her love for and loyalties to 
. 
him. A possible explanation for the change is that the 'f' could be an error for the 
long 's.' .Another pOssibility· may be that "thou lyest" was a compositor's 
misc.orrection of the incomprehensible "lift" (which could mean 'take away'). The 
rest of the. passage..· is essentially the. same, exc�pt for the inclusion of·· an additional 
"Lear" as Lear l}.ddresses· hilllSelf apd his folly. "Go,1 go, my people" ·is more fitting. 
than "goe goe, my. people.?,'! since this is a command, and it is a powet:ful speech. 
Alba·ny's speech .i,s m!,lde clearer 'by ,the addition of "of what hath mouea you," as 
the lirte in .Ql  coula have a double meaning. It could mean that Albany is as free 
of guilt as he is ·ignorant, or that, since he is ignorant of what has. propelled Lear 
to such anguish, he is without guilt. Some changes in the passage may .be due to 
compositor "eye-jumping,'' as the passages are so close. Support of this is evidenced 
• 
by the "goe, goe, my people?" in Q l  after the famous "how sharper than a serpent's 
tooth" ·speech. This is the same line which ends the aforementfoned passage. In F 
it is replaced with "Away, away." 
Another scene affected by the stage directions· mis_sing in Q l  and present in 
F occurs at Ql TLN ¥03 and F TLN 803, In F, after Lear's speech, there is a 
stage direction indicating that Lear should .exit. At TLN 809, there is a direction 
for him to enter (re-enter) the stage. The absence of this in Q l  is clearly one of 
Shakespeare's oversights or .careless mistakes� because Lear must exit the stage in 
order to find 'Out that he has .completely lost power and ·has no horses to be 
"prepared." The texl of �1 leav.es Lear· on stage, where he migh.t· hear Albany and 
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Goneril's conversation, which although it is. not necessary for him not to hear it, it 
would .posJ;ibly prompt a lengthy rebuttal €ram . him. ·. 
Another o.;versight. in stage directions occurs at the beginnjng., of act one, 
scene five (as marked in F). Q l  simply gives "Enter Lear," wliere F provides "Enter 
Lear, Kent, Gentleman, and Foo/e," Since all these characters hav;e lines in scene 
five, it is sensible to incluae them in the stage directions, although the partial 
stage direction in QI does not affect the play in either the dramatic or the literary 
sense. 
A stage dir.ec'tion that qoes have an important effect on the play is the 
entrance of Edgar at the beginning of act two (Q I TLN 799, F TLN 948). Q l  puts 
Edgar's entrance in the middle of Edmund's speech, which he is not meant to hear, 
for Edmund says, "my father hath set gard to take I my brother, . . . . F places 
Edgar's entrance after Edmund's speech. 
An example of what Urkowitz refers. to as an interrupted speech takes place 
at the end of Edmund's speech, where he .tells Edgar. to be advised. In Q l  it is 
written as " ... aduise your---" and in F it appears as "Aduise your selfe." In either 
text, we know what . . Edmund is going to say, but the dramatic effect of this 
conversation b.etween the brothers is significantly reduced in F. Urkowitz 
explains: 
At the instanot when a character breaks into an ongoing speech or 
·conversation, the audience seems to split its attention in a complex 
manner betw.een two centers of interest or two characters. Intead of 
the regular progression of simple dialogue, in which attention shifts 
naturally from one speaker to the next at the ends of speeches, an 
interrupting speech seems to encourage the audience to watch both 
speakers at the same time . . . . [T]he interruption of a sentence by a 
•succeeding speech abruptly expands the audience's attention to try 
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to encompass nearly simultaneous events . . . .  ( 19) 
. 
Thus, in Q l ,  the audience is focused on Edgar and Edmund at the same time, 
whereas in F, it is on one character at a time . .  The modern text preserves the F 
reading, which is unfortunate, because the dramatic effect of the passage is lost 
without the awareness of how it is written in Q I .  A similar interrupted speech is 
evident at Q l  TLN 822, F TLN 978. 
Q l  
Bast. Fled this way sir, when by no meanes he could--
Glost. Pursue him, go after, by no meanes, what? 
F 
Bast. Fled this way Sir, when by no meanes he could. 
Glo. Pursue him, ho: go after. By no meanes, what? 
Gloucester's interruption of Edmund's speech is suited to his urgency. After he 
says to pursue Edgar, he asks what Edmund was about to say. Ending Edmund's 
speech as a• complete statement is inadequate, since it  makes no sense as a 
completed thought. The dramatic pace of the play. is maintained in Q l ,  for 
although the audience's attention is placed on both characters through the use of 
the interrupted speech, it is Gloucester's angry urgency which stands out. 
Incidentally, the conflated text keeps the Q l  version. 
Usually the stage directions in F are more precise than those in Q l .  
However, the stage direction in 2.2 (Q l TLN 934, F TLN 1 1 1 7) is more informative 
in Q I .  Q l  reads, "Enter Edmund with his rapier drawne, Gloster the Duke and 
Dutchesse," whereas F reads simply "Enter Bastard, Cornewall, Regan, Golster, 
Seruants." The additional information about Edmund in Q l  is crucial to the 
performance of the scene, and makes it clearer to the reader what is going on. 
4 1  
!fhere is a .min.or yariant ile.tween Q 1  TLN 976 and F TLN 1 1 62. 
Q 1  
F 
Duke. Why dost .,thou call him knaue, whitt's his offence . 
• 
. 
Cor,n. \Vhy, do'st thou call him K,qaue? 
\V,hat is P,is fault? 
�!though the. grammar anQ. P\mctuation are improvc;d in F, ,the change from; 
"offenc,e" in Q 1  to !'(!!ult" in F is not ne<;_essarily a desirabl� change. The meaning 
is not altered, qut offenc� is a, more suitaQle word in the context. "Of(ence" also is 
more fitting in the literary sense, since Cornwall asks the question again in Q 1  
TLN 1 00 J ,  F TLN 1 1 90, using the word "offence," speaking directly to the steward. 
AnotQ.er major. variant- is the omission of lines aJ: Q1 TLN 1 028 from F TLN 
1 220. 
Q 1 .  
Glost. Le"t• q1e b�seec.h your Grace not to  doe so, 
tJis fault is much, and the good King his maister 
[W]ill check him for't, your purpost low correction, 
Is suQh, as .. belest and contaned wretches for pilfrings 
And most common tr,espasses are punisht with, 
The King must take it ill, that hee's so slightly valued 
In his messenger, should haue him thus restrained. 
F 
Glo. Let pte .Qeseech yovr Grace, not to do so, 
The King h\s M�s.t�r. nee9s m.ust t:;J.ke)t ill 
That he so slightly valued in_his Messeng,er, 
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Shoufd haue him thus restrained. 
T.he absence of the lines in F does. not .affect the play in . a  major way, although the 
discussion of class distinctions presecY.es verbally· the.;-power of' a king, which Lear 
has lost. Gluucester's;speech. in QI illustrates that Regan .and Cornwall intend to 
put Kent in the stocks simply because he is .Lear's 'lllessenger, and not for the usual 
reasons one is so punishetl. In Q l ,  Gloucester's speech empowers him, yet .in F, his 
powerless plea ·coirtcides well with his. impending blindness artd weakened nature. 
Thus, a case could be made for either reading, but both texts are performable . 
• 
A major variant occurs immediately fotrowing this passage at Q l�:.I'LN J 036, 
F TLN 1 225. It involves an omission of Jines in addition to a change in line 
assignment. 
Q l  
Reg. My sister may rec.eiu� i t  much. more wor.se, 
To haue her Gentleman abuS�, .;assalted 
For following her. affaires, p.ut in his legges, 
Come my good Lord away? 
F 
Reg. My Sister may recieue it much more worsse, 
To haue her Gentleman abus'd, assaulted: 
Corn. Come my. Lord, away. Exit. 
The revision in F is interesting, because it is at this point that Kent is put in the 
stocks, so Regan's remark "put in his legges" in Ql is almost a necessity, since 
someone would have to give the order. There is no stage direction in Q l ,  and the 
last in F is at TLN 1 2 1 7, which reads, "Stocks brought out." In performance, the 
audience would see ·Kent put in the stocks, but it is not exactly clear in the 
reading of F with the omission of Regan's� command. It is possible that "put in his 
legges" was·a stage direction that was erroneously incorporated into the text." In 
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addition; it is 'nonse�sical to assign the Une "Come my Lord, away" to Cornwall, 
since both Ire and .Re-gan exit after Kent is put in the stocks, and the only other 
perso'n lie co.uld be referr.ing to is Gloucester, who r-emains on stage. However, 
Gloucester could be ignoring Cornwall's urging. that he' leave, wliich would< 
strengthen Gloucester's characterization. Also, Cornwall and Gloucester do riot 
agree about putting Kent in the stocks-; so Cornwall. would .not signal for them to 
depart the stage together. Thus, the 1ine must .be spoken b'y Regan in reference to 
Cornwall. 
Kent's speech. before he falls asleep..in the stocks (which is indicated in 
stage directions by R onl}t) is altered in·three· ways. In Q l ,  TLN 1053 contains the 
phrase, "sees my rackles," which is correctly changed to "sees miracles" in F. This 
change is but tl ntere correction, since the- reading in Ql can be easily interpreted 
orl the page .and� would sound virtually the sa:rne as the reading in F on the" stage. 
The. reference. to Cordelia and ner letter '(Ql TLN 1 054ff and F TLN 1 243ff) is 
altered between the texts in a way that theoretically could change the action of the 
play. 
Ql l 
. . .  I know tis ,from Cordelia, 
Who hath not fortunately beene informed 
Of my obscured course, and shall find time 
From this enormious state, seeking to giue 
Losses and remedies . . . 
. 
\ ·� 
F 
. . .  I know 'tis from Cordelia, 
Who hath most fortunately beene infmm'd 
Of my obscured course. And shall finde time 
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From this enormous State, seekip.g to giue 
Losses their remedies. . . . " "' 
In "Ql ,  Cordelia has:: not been fold CJf Kent's 'disguise (presumably referred to as "my 
obscure'd course"): an.d his acthdties, out in F she has. Her knowledge of .his delay 
or lack of it is · important to .the play's action. In addition, the reading in Q l  
implies that Cordelia will provide losses and remedies for what has been done to 
I::.ear. However, in F, the implication. is that she will provide ·remedies for the 
losse·s that Le.ar has endured. Although many editors believe the Q I  reading to be 
inferior, ·a closer consideration results in the conclusion that Cordelia does in 
effect cause losses because the intervention of the Firench a'rmy destroys both the 
sisterst asp ira tio'b.s. 
The entrance of Lear after Edgar's soliloquy (Ql TLN 1 084 and F TLN 
1 273) is affected in two ways; the first being that there is an entrance of a knight 
in QI but a gentleman in F, and the second, a change in Lear's speech. 
Q I  
Lear. Tis strange that they should so depart from hence, 
And not send backe my messenger. 
Knight. As I learn'd, the night before there· was 
No purpose of his remoue. 
F 
Lea. 'Tis strange that they should so depart from home, 
And not send backe my Messengers. 
Gent. As I learn'd, 
The ·night before, there was no purpose in them 
Of this remoue. 
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The knight/geruleinati's speech, although slightly different, is not changed in 
meaning. However, Lear's:speech. is somewhat of a curiosity. The change from 
"hence" in QJ to · "home" in F does not change meahing, but it does imply .that Lear 
has different feelings about Regan. l"he change of the reference of Regan'S castle 
from "hence" to "home" could imply that �ear has regrets� about giving land to 
Regan a& wc:ll as Goneril. Of course, he does regret this later on, but at this point 
he is just finding out that she is not on his side, but on Gonecil's. The change is 
subtle, yet significa{tt, for Lear now has no home, but Regan does. By refer'ring to 
it as such,. Lear is in effect· recognizing his own. weakness. 
The ·next. variant concerns the argument between· Leal' and· Kent• at Q l, TLN 
1098, F. l'LN 129 1 .  
Q I  , . 
F 
Lear. No. 
Kent. Yes. 
" Lear. No I say, 
Kent. I say yea. 
·Lear. No no;, they would not. 
Kent. Yes they haue. 
Lear. By" Jupiter I sweare no, they durst not do't, . . ·. 
Lear. No. 
Kenl. Yes. 
Lear. No I say. 
Kent. I .say y.ea. 
Lear. By IupiteP I sweare no .. 
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Kent. By luuo, I sweare I. 
Lear. They durst not do't: . . .  
Either reading. is suitable, because· both Lear: and Kent have three lines, so there 
are ' three exchanges. The conflated text, in an atfempt to preserve all of what 
Shakespeare wrote, results in four exchanges. This change from three to four has 
no authority, since in neither Q l  nor F i.s there other than three exchanges. This 
then, is evidence against the .argument to conflate. Warren clarifies, 
If F was printed from a copy of Q[ l ], . . .  then one ought to assume that any 
omission may have had a purpose: but that assumption is doubly 
imperative when new material is included in F that appears to make up 
for the omission. However, if one ignores the standard theory concerning 
. 
recension, there is still no case for four· exchanges. In each text the climax 
on the third exchange is powerful, and sufficient; neither can be proved to 
be un-Shakespearean--they are b.oth probably "what Shakespeare wrote;" 
and so respect for the theatrical proportions of the play dictates that 
conflation cannot be other than textual tinkering, distortion. Either Q[ I ]  
or F; not both together. 
Consequently, this passage in either text works both on the literary and the 
dramatic levels. Since they both have the balance of three exchanges, and nothing 
is lost or missing from either text, we must then conclude that the assumption of a 
lost, ideal text is inaccurate, which inherently disproves the need for conflation. 
The Fool, a character who has warranted much varied discussion, is 
• 
affected by the two texts. He has two additional speeches in F which do not 
appear in Q l ,  one in 2.4 and the other in ·3.2 (TLN 1 322 and TLN 1 734). 
Foole. Winters not gon yet, if the wil'd Geese fly that way 
Fathers that weare rags, do make their Children blind; 
But Fathers that beare bags, slrall see their children kind. 
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Fortune that arrant whore, nere turns.the key toth' poore. 
But for all this thou shalt haue as many Dolors for .thy 
Daughters, as thou j;:anst tell in a yeare . 
. 
Although Q l  ·works both. in performance and on the page without this passage, it 
provide& the Fool's characteristic insight into what is going on and indicates what 
is to come. Simil.arly, the Fool's added. a,peech in 3.2 is a JU'Ophecy, and he notes it 
as such, although it js more another ·example of his ironic and somewhat bitter 
commentary than a true prophecy. 
Foole. This is a braue night to coole a Curtizan: 
lie speake a Proph.e�ie ..ere I go: 
When Priests are more in wotd, then matter; 
When Brew�rs marr� their Malt with water; 
When Nobles are -their, Taylors Tutors, 
No Heretiques burn'd, but wenches Sutors; 
When euery Case in Law, is right; 
No Sqqire in debt, nor no poore Knight; 
When Slanders do not liue in Tongues; 
Nqr Cut-purses �OJD.e n,ot to throngs; 
Wpen Vsurers · tell their Gold i'th'Field, 
And Bauties, and whores, do Churches build, 
Then shal the Realme of Albion\ come to great confusion: 
Then comes the time, who liues to see't, 
That going, shalbe vs'd with feet 
This prophecie ·Merlin shall make, for I liue before his time. 
This prophecy "sywbolizes the topsy-turvy- world Lear has brought about" (Foakes, 
1 02). The effect of "the addition Qf both these passage.s is the ,greater importance 
place.d on the Fool; his role has been emphasized, particularly in the last passage, 
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since it leav..es the Fool as4the last charaeter on stage, speaking a soliloquy. This is 
an obvious ..revision, and it seemS' to have been written by Shakespear,e, the result 
being evidence of authorial revision. It is.entirely possible that the Fool was a 
favorite character of the audience of Q l ,  which might be an explanation for 
Shakespeare's assignment' of additional lines··to him.·· "' 
Another example of the aforementioned interrupted speech is evident in 
both Ql and F, but js clearer in F. The variant occurs at Ql TLN 1 1 69, F TLN 
1 380. 
Q l  
Lear. The King w..ould speake with Cornewal, the deare fate, 
Would with the daughter speake, come and tends seruise, 
The fierie Duke, tell the hot Duke that Lear, 
Mo but not yet may be he 'is .not well, . . .  
F 
Lear. The King would speake with Cornwall, 
The deere Father · 
Would with his Daughter speake, commands, tends, seruice, . 
Are they inform'd o£" this? My breath .and blood: 
Fiery? The fjery Duke, tell the hot Duke that ____ _ 
No, but not yet, may be he is not well, . . .  
It is obvious in both texts that Lear decides not to complete his thought, and more 
information about it app«,ars in Q l ,  but his interruption of himself is perhaps 
clearer in F. In addition to the interrupted speech, the change from "fate.'' in. Q 1 to 
�'Father" <in F is interesting, because· although the .F rea,ding at first seems to be a 
correction of a misprint ·in Q l ,  this may nat be the case. Fate, a metaphysical 
force much believed in in the Renaissance, could be personified to speak with 
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Regan concerning r.ear•s plight and 'her cause of it. This is supported by the 
reference to ''the daughtet," rather than "his daughter," which appears in F. If this 
is the case, the meaning is subtle, but significant. 
A change in meaning ·betwee'n the two 'texts occurs due to the addition to 
the conversation between Leat and Regan which takes place in 2.4 (F TLN 1 4 1 9ff). 
Q l  
Reg. I pray sir ·take patience, Fhaue hope 
You lesse know how to value her desert, 
Then she · to slacke her dutle. · 
Lear. My cui'sses on ·her. 
F 
Reg. l ·pray you Sir, take patience, I haue hope 
You lesse know how to value her deserti 
Then she to scant her dutie. 
Lear. Say? lfow is that? 
Reg. I� cannot· thinke 'my Sister in the least 
Would faile her Obligation. If Sir perchance 
·She haue restrained the Riots of your Followres, 
'Tis oh such ground, and to such wholesome end, 
As cleeres h'er from all blame. 
Lear. My curses on her. 
Although the lack bf the· passage in Ql does not harm the play, the addition of it 
in F makes�clearer the alliance between Goneril arid Regan, for it demonstrates 
Regan's defense of Goneril's actions. She offers an explanation to Lear in order to 
quell hi§ gr.Qwing £ear that his daughters have deserted him. 
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In Q l ,  at tlie beginning of 3. 1 (TLN 1 386ff), the gentleman has a bigger 
speech than the counterpart in F. Missing from F is the. following: 
Gent. . . � teac.es his white. hair, 
Which the impetuous blasts with eyles rage 
Catch in their· furie, and· make .nothing of, 
Striues in· his little world of man to outscorne, 
.• The too and f.r.Q! conflicting wind and nine, 
This night wherin the cub-drawne Beare would couch, 
The:cy.on, and the belly pinched Wolfe 
Keepe their . fun:e dry, vnbonneted he runnes, 
And bids what will take all. 
Although.tbis is a nioving desc.r;iptiun o£ Lear buffeted by the storm, it is not 
necessary to the course ofi action, and seems to be nothing but an embellishment. 
Without it, Kent"s qvestion of the King's whereabouts is still answered. Irr the 
reYision, Sliai<:espeare apparently saw no need for it, and thus d-isposed of it. The 
conflated tex t ·pr.es�rves all of the gentleman's speech, but the omission of Jt. in F 
supports not cbnflating the texts. 
A revision which does make F more meaningful than Q l  is in 3.5. 
concerning an addition to. Lear's speech at F. J"LN 1 807, and andnitial ·speecht by 
Edgar as Tom of.. Bedlam. The addition to Lear's speech includes the lines 
(speaking ·to the Fool):. "In Boy, go first. You houselesse pouertie, I Nay get thee 
in; lie pray, and then lie steepe."' In Q l  it is apparent that the Fool enters the cave 
first, but it is. much clearer in F because of the added lines. In Q l ,  it is the Fool 
who has the next line, telling Lear not to enter the cave because there is a 'spirit 
inhabiting it. fn Q l ,  the text works, but the audien'Ce must. at first take the Fool's 
. 
word, before' the appearance of Edgar as 'Iom on stage: On th-e· page, the text does 
not w.ork as well. In F, Edgar's line ·reads �Fathom, .and hal£e, .Fa.thom and halfe; 
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poore Tom," and the above st�ge directions indicate that ·the Fool and Edgar should 
enter the. stage at the same time: In this. manner, the· reader is .f\llly aware of what 
is going. on, and the audieQce �immediately sees the "spirit" to which the Fool is 
referring. 
The prominence of Edgar as Tom .,of Bedlam .is significantly reduced from 
Q l  to F, for four of his. lines at 3.6 (Q l TLN 1 726ff) are missing from F. In 
• 
additioq,. the Fool loses four small lines and Lear loses five. In all, according to 
the TLN's, thii:.ty 1ines in the scene ar.e .missing..from F. This is highly significant, 
since it is a' fair number of lines, and involves. dialogue between the Fool, Edgar, 
Kent, aiid .. Lear at the he.ight of his madness. Lear and Tom (Edgar) are haunted 
by a vision which Lear sees as lGoneril. Althougre the "lllention . .of the vision and 
the embellishment of Lear's madness are not necessary to the play's action, they do 
provide additional insight into Lear's character at this point. If anything, the 
absence of the dialogue in F serves to place less emphasis on Goneril's part in 
Lear's demise, since th� lines focus on per. neglect of and attitude towards Lear. 
Another majo.r varia'nt occurS immediately af.ter this and concerns the 
entrance of Gloucester and the Fool's last line. In Q l ,  the Fool's last line is one of 
• 
those included in the above-mentioned passage and reads "Cry you mercy I tooke 
you for a ioyne stoole." He is providing a facetious apology for overlooking the 
presence of Goneril, who is of course not there. If this is his last line, no clue is 
provided as to his absence in the rest .of the play. The effect is that he simply 
disappears. In contrast, his. last line in F is "And Ile go to bed at noone." :Yhis . 
allows for some deliberation about what happens to the Fool. The generally 
accepted notion is that "sleep.e" refers to death, and that the Fool has fulfiJled his 
role in the play, and thus has b.ecome o.bsolete. This may be a matter of little 
importance, since there is a. good deal of spe.culatioo that the actor play�ng the 
Fool alsO' played the part of Cordelia. This·.is supported by the fact that Cordelia 
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and th..e Fool are never on stage at th.<; same time.. If they were played by the same 
actor, it would .be obvious· to the Jludience. Regardless, the last line in F prepares 
the reader/audience better for the Fool's disappearance than that which appear,s in 
Q I .  
The entrance .of Gloucester ·(Ql TLN 1 775ff and F TLN 2039ff), as 
aforementioned, changes between the texts. 
Q l  
Kent. Now good my Lord lie here awhile. 
Lear. Make no noise, make no noise, draw the curtains, so, so, so, 
Weele go to supper it'h morning, so,so,so, Enter Gloster. 
Glost. Come hither friend, where is the King my maister. 
F 
.Enter Gloster. 
Kent. Now good my Lord, lye heere, and rest awhile. 
·Lear. Make no noise, make no noise, draw the Cur­
taines: so, so, wee'l go to Supper i'th morning. 
Foole. And lie go to bed at noone. 
Glou. Come hither Friend: 
Where is the King my Master? 
The stage direction jn F does not work, since there would be no reason to ask 
where Lear was if he had just heard him speak. Thus, it makes sense to place his 
entrance where Q l  does, which is after Lear's speech. 
Another omission is that of Tom's (Edgar's) explanatory and moving speech 
which appears in Q l ,  but not in F. The speech, although not necessary to the play 
in regard to performance, is one which elaborates on the s.uffering going on at this 
point in the play, and shows the sanity of mad Tom. Although those familiar with 
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the play may find it difficult to a-ccept the .absence of the speech, conflation 
cannot be supported, because b.oth .texts work, with or withou.t it. 
Two additional examples of interrupted speesohes occ.ur at Q l  TLN 1 84 1 , F 
:rLN �098 and QI  TLN 1 8 78, F TLN ·2 144. In both, the .int<:rruption is clearer in 
Ql than F. J'he first �;�amQl� i� th� follQ.wing: 
Q l  
• Corn. To. thi,s cb.air� bind him; vUlaine thou shalt find--­
_G/ost. By the .kin.d· Gods· til most ignobly done, to. pluck me 
by the )>�ard. 
F 
Corn. ,Tp this Chaire bi,nde hipl, 
Villaine, thop .shalt fin,de. 
Glou. By the kinde Gods, 'ti.:; JllOSt ignobly done 
To plucke me by the Beard. 
The second example: 
Q l  
Corn. If you see vengeance---
Seruant. Hold your hand my Lord . . .  
F 
Corn. If you see vengeance. 
Seru. Hold your hand, my Lord: . . .  
The interruption is important in both cases, for in each, Cornwall is cut off by 
someone who is in a" lesser position. In the first, he is broken off by Gloucester, 
whom he is ordering to be tied in the chair. In the second, it is a mere servant 
who interrupts him. Both examples serve to undermine Cornwall's power. 
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A major variant, which affects the audience's sympathies, is the lines of the 
two servants in Q l  TLN 1906ff, which are absent. in F. The lines concern the fate 
of Gloucester, now blinded, which the servants discuss. ·The- second servant, .at the 
last, says, "Goe thou, ile fetch some flaxe and whites of egges to t ap'ply to his 
bleeding face, now heauen helpe 1him." Tliis line indicates that the servants care-
more for the fate of• Gloucester than thati of Cornwall, who has been wounded. In 
addition, it serves to .tnagnify the horro:c:of Gloucester's condition. In F, Cornwall 
has the last line of the act, and he exits" with Regan; compfaining that he "bleed[s) 
apace." The absence of the lines from F is not harmful, for the audience's 
sympathies !fre. natura1ly going ,to be with Gloucester. Thus, both texts are 
performable. 
The rest of the major variants in the' play concern either the invasion of 
France/domestic .r.ebellion (discussed' above) ot ·the change in the roles of Albany 
and Edgar, which is the next topic .of discussion . 
• 
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The Roles of Albany and Edgar in Q l  and F 
In Q l ,  the last line of the play is spoken by Albany, but in F, it is spoken 
by Edgar. This is highly sighificant, since in all of Shakespeare"s major tragedies, 
the last ·line is given ro the character who is most important at the end 'of the play. 
Since it would take a· consideniblc:fttmount of diligent revision 'to alter. the roles -of 
Albany and Edgar so significantly, ..it is.highly improbable" that anyone .other than 
Shakespeare himself could have- been responsible for it. 
Warren offers an <Werview of the variation in the characters' roles: 
. . .  [T)he 'part of Albany· is mor.e devel6ped in Q[ l ]  tlian itl F, and in Q[ l ]  
he closes the play a mature and victorious duke assuming responsibility 
for the kingdom; in F he is a weaker character, avoiding responsibility. 
The part of Edgar is �11orter ih F than in Q[ l ]! hoWever, whereas in Q[ l ]  
he ends the play a o/Oung man over\\fhelmed by his experience, i n  F he 
is a )'OUng man who has' lea.rned a great deal, and who is emerging as the 
new leader of. the ravaged sbciety. ("Quarto" 99) 
The conflated text assigns th'e last line to Edgar, but preserves virtually all the 
lines of both 'texts, so -the· sttength of Albany is maintained, as is the building up 
of Edgar. It woflld seem that this would make it difficult to assign the line only 
to Edgar, but that is the choice of modern editors. 
As Warren indicates, Albany is "ineffectual in either text" ("Quarto" 99), but 
he is more substantially so in F. One of the subtle changes between the texts 
which alters A1bany's.power takes phtce at Q l  TLN 720, F TLN 830. In both texts, 
it is Albany who is beihg addressed by Goneril. 
Q l  
Gon. Doe you mitrke that: n1y -Lord? 
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F 
Gon. Do you marke. than 
This is one of the diligent r.e.visions aforementioned. It is difficult to believe that 
anyone other than�ShaltespeaTe would have noticed such a detail. The importance 
of it should not be undermined, for in Q l  Goneril addresses Albany as "my Lord," 
but in F she simply asks .him a question. The' absence. of "my Lord" signifi-es that 
Goneril does not resp.ect· Albany. 
F's omission of lines assigned to Albany at Q 1 ·TLN 2028 is significant, 
because he is telling, Goneril o£.f: ·In Q l ,  his speech is effective, but in F (TLN 
230 1 )  it is vir1ually ignored. 
Q l  
Alb: 0 Gonoril, .you are not worth the dust which· the rude wind 
Blowes in yoar fltce, I feare your disposition 
That· nature- which contemnes it origin 
<!::annat be bordered certaine· in it selfe, 
She· that her 'Selfe will sliuer and disbranch 
From her materiall sap, perforce must wither, 
And come to deadly. vse. 
F 
Alb. Oh Goneri/1, 
You are not worth the dust which the ru<te winde 
Blowes in' your- face. 
The. significant•'l'ed�c,tion of Albany's speec)l serves to ··render him ineffective at 
refuting Goneril. In Q I;>:Albany's .speech promp_ts the· following reply from 
Goneril: "No more, 'the text is foolish.� •In E. Goneril· is not in the least slighted by 
Albany's shortened· speech.� In addition to. this shorlerred speech, his next speech 
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concerning the evil of Goneril's character is omitted in F. The rest of Albany's 
speeches in Q1  are cut, resulting in both. Alban)C and .Goneril losing lines. The 
changes made to this scene .make Albany "[appear] more futile· in context, less 
obviously a man capable of action. 'Fhe cutting diminishes his stature" 
("Quarto" 1 00). 
• 
With the character of Albany being made less effective through these 
changes, the role of Edgar must be increase& in importance, if he is to speak the 
last line in F. The first major step in this is the addition of his first line as Tom 
o'Bedlam, mentioned above. One of the effects 'Of this line is. that it is the 
appearance .of Tom which sends Lear over the. brink. into madness. 
One important .addition of lines in F occurs at the very beginning. of 4. 1 in 
Edgar's" opening speech. In Q 1 (TLN 19 16), the •speech appears thus: 
Edg. Yet better thus, and knowne to be contemnd, 
Then still contemn'd and flattered to be worst, 
The lowest and, most deiected thing of Fortune 
Stands stHl in experience, liues not in feare, 
The lamentable change i� from the best, 
The worst returne& lo laughter, . . .  
but in F (TLN. 2 1 79), t.he following is added: 
Welcome then, 
Thou vnsubstantiall ayre that I embrace: 
The Wretch that thou hast blowne vnto the worst, 
Owes nothing to thy blasts. 
It is at this point that Gloucester, blinded, enters the stage and 
[t]he additional lines at this point emphasize the hollowness of Edgar's 
assertions; while the quantity of sententiousness is reduced, its 
nature is made more emphatically evident. Edgar gains in 
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prominence, ironically enough, by the loss of a speech [at 3.6], and 
the audience .becomes more shat:ply .awar.e of his character ("Quarto" 1 03). 
The fruition of Edgar's strength occurs in 5.3. Until this point, the changes 
in Edgar are not drastic enough to alter him from the ·distanced character who is 
overcome by his own sensibilities to one capable of ruling a kingdom. The 
omission in F of Edgar's self -pitying speech " . . .  Whil'st I was .big in clamor, came 
there in a man, I Who hauing seene me in my worst estate, I Shund my abhord 
society . . .  ," wlrich signifies that Edgar is painfully aware of his place in the 
recent tragic events." This results in the strengthening o£: his character. 
F . . .  maintains the fundamental nature of Edgar as philosophical agent 
through the play, but in the last act reduces somewhat his callowness, 
his easy indulgence of his sensibility in viewing the 'eyents through 
which he is living. In so doing F develops Edgar into a man worthy 
to stand with the dukes at the close of the play, capable of assuming 
power. ("Quarto" 1 04) 
The change in the role of Edgar from Q l  to F results in his growth from a 
sheltered and self-pitying young man to one who has the strength to rebuild a 
kingdom. One of the results of the F interpretation is that Edgar, who has no 
experience in rule, may not be met with the support of the people, whereas in Ql ,  
Albany has his expet"ience as  duke. In  either text,. the tragedy of the play is 
unblemished. 
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Performance ,q,f Q l  aQ.d F 
• 
One of the reasons why conflation is still preferred by many modern editors 
is that some aspects of Q l  do not work on stage, but many passages from the text 
are familiar to readers and dramatists alike, and so many are reluctant to delete 
them from a performance. David Richman, who attempted to direct a performance 
of King Lear at the University of Rochester based solely on the text of Q l ,  found 
some reasons why Shakespeare may have chosen to revise the play. 
Richman suggests that several phrases/words in Q l  are dramatically inferior 
to their F counterparts. He offers the following examples: 
F 
Be Kent unmannerly when Lear is mad 
dull, stale, tired bed 
bring oil to fire 
You see me here, you gods, a poor old man 
Richman writes, 
Q l  
is man 
stale, dull-lyed bed 
oil to stire 
old fellow 
. . .  [l]n several instances we judged a passage in F to represent so great 
an improvement over its corresponding passage in Q[ l ]  that it would be 
foolish not to adopt it .. . .In this last instance [referring to above 
examples], as in several others, a case can be made for Q[ l ]'s reading. 
Q[ l ]'s Lear, it can be argued, has about him something of the sen�x, the 
comic elderly buffoon. "Fellow" in this context trivializes him (377). 
Many of the variants which Richman has cited could be compository errors, and 
one such as "mad" to "man" is almost certainly such an error. 
In his essay, Richman makes some good points about the ability to 
perform either Q l  or F, and suggests that both texts, used solely as the basis for 
performance, are "problematic." He believes that conflation is necessary to 
performance. An argument against this is that Heminge and Condell found the 
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Folio version suitable for possible performance, according to their inclusion of it 
in The First Folio. I maintain that the texts ought to be available separately for 
the reader and the director alike to make their choice . 
• 
6l  
Conclusion 
Although this paper does not attempt to illustrate all the variants between 
Q l  and F King Lear, those which support the arguments against conflation and 
for authorial revision have been discussed. 'rhe detail of the revision which 
occurred between Q l  and F dictates that Shakespeare himself was responsible. 
Many of the changes may seem to be changes in the wrong direction, but just as 
many are not. It is important to note that revision is not necessa'rily an 
improvement, and we, as modern textual critics, are working with clues to a 
• 
mystery which we may never solve. As modern critics, we cannot know the real 
basis for the re:visions Shakespeare made between the texts; we can only make 
educated guesses. The current state of the editing of King Lear is the 
preservation of the best of both texts. Editors subjectively choose what they 
think is best, and producers have taken, and by all accounts will continue to 
take, tlieir own liberties with the play in regard to performance. However, 
within the last ten. years, scholars have increasingly been interested in the 
importance of Q l  and F as separate texts, their flaws included. Although the 
two texts present the same play, in many ways they are so radically different 
that they must both be considered as separate and meaningful approaches, 
representing a draft and a revised reconsideration of ideas. Neither text is 
• 
inferior, although thete is an editorial inclination to prefer one over the other 
(usually:. F). I asser.t that,. as both texts possess authoritative value, they should 
both be.. considered as objectively as possible, and certainly printed as two 
separate texts. Urkowitz writes, " . . .  the nature of [Shakespeare's] work is now 
inadvertently disguised in the version printed by modern editors" ( 1 7). If the 
goal of modern editors is to preserve all of what Shakespeare wrote for King 
Lear, then they make their own case for printing Q l  and F separately. The 
revision of Ql to F represents the true genius of Shakespeare. 
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